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Executive summary

This thesis aims to explain and analyze the growing importance of ESG reporting

for Volvo in the European automotive industry. Volvo will be used as a single case

study. With a presentation to Volvo’s six ESG focus areas mentioned in their annual

report (Volvo, 2020), each identified stakeholder will be linked to the ESG focus areas

they are pushing for. This will be done to better understand how stakeholders are

pushing for ESG reporting within Volvo. The findings reveal that all stakeholders

push for ESG reporting in their own unique way, and that four stakeholders can be

linked to all six ESG focus areas. The identified stakeholders will afterward be linked

to neo-institutional theory to explain the type of isomorphic pressure they put on

Volvo. The findings of the stakeholder and neo-institutional analysis will be used to

explain why ESG reporting is becoming more important with the use of Carroll’s CSR

pyramid. It can be concluded that ESG reporting is moving from being an ethical

responsibility towards a legal responsibility.

The paper will afterward describe how Volvo has been focusing on ESG in the

past. This will be followed up with an analysis of how well Volvo and its European

competitors perform on ESG reporting by comparing the performance of 2020 to a

five-year average score. The findings will help the researcher better understand if

ESG reporting is becoming more important for Volvo and if they are good at it. The

findings revealed that Volvo has the third best ESG score and the best combined ESG

score in 2020. ESG reporting is furthermore becoming more important for Volvo since

they are performing better in 2020 than the five-year average. The limitations and

challenges of ESG reporting will furthermore be explained.

The last section of the paper will have a focus on the importance of ESG reporting in

the future. The paper will analyze the advantages of doing ESG reporting and the

consequences of not adapting to the requirements of the environment. The overall

conclusion is that Volvo focuses on ESG reporting and performs well. They focus on

ESG reporting to satisfy their stakeholders and hereby gain legitimacy. If Volvo wants

to stay competitive in the future, ESG reporting will be important for them since it is

becoming a mandatory legal responsibility.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Volvo and the automotive brands in Europe

1.1.1 History of Volvo

Volvo Car Group AB, the Swedish automobile manufacturing company known for

producing safe family cars, and the company who invented the seatbelt back in 1959.

Volvo was founded in 1927 in Sweden and has since then become a global premium

car brand with an agenda of becoming sustainable and climate neutral. Volvo Car

Group AB (From now on Volvo) has been a part of Volvo Group until 1999 when Ford

Motor Company bought them. From 2010 Volvo has been owned by Geely Holding.

Volvo has furthermore created a joint venture with two strategic affiliates named

Polestar and Lynk & Co. The joint venture has been created to improve the overall

competitiveness through synergies like capturing new consumer groups, while shared

procurement and economies of scale also help (Volvo, 2021, p.11). In 2020 Volvo

had a revenue of approx. SEK 263 billion, and an EBIT of SEK 8.516 Billion. They

managed to sell almost 662.000 cars in the same period, with high growth rates in

especially China (19 percent) and the US (10 percent). Furthermore, Volvo has an

ambition to be a recognized ethical and responsible business. Having sustainability

and ESG reporting high on their agenda, Volvo has been nominated for being one of

the most ethical companies three years in a row (Volvo, 2021, p.3). They want to be a

world-leader in safety, technology, and innovation (Volvo, 2021, p.10). With a goal of

going all-electric in 2025 with 50 percent electric and 50 percent hybrid cars, Volvo is

one of the first premium car makers to move their whole portfolio into electrification.

Volvo also has a goal of becoming a climate-neutral company with a circular business

and the leader of ethical and responsible business’ in 2040.

“We are determined to be the first premium car maker to move our entire

portfolio of vehicles into electrification. This is a clear carbon footprint,

as well as contributing to better air quality in our cities.“ - CEO Haakon

Samuelson (Volvo, 2021).
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1.1.2 Volvo and their Sustainability strategy

In 2019, Volvo made a materiality analysis with input from their stakeholders regarding

what ESG focus areas that were of most importance for Volvo to focus on. The

materiality analysis resulted in ten strategic initiatives and six ESG topics relevant

for Volvo to address being:

1. Carbon Footprint reduction,

2. The ecosystem of electrification,

3. Ethical and responsible business,

4. Responsible supply chain,

5. Circular economy, and

6. Sustainable work life. (Volvo, 2021 p.126). The Sustainability strategy will be

explained in detail in chapter 5.1 “Volvo and their focus on ESG reporting.”

1.1.3 The other European automotive brands in the industry

According to Wellbrock et al. (2020), the automotive industry is arguably witnessing

the most significant phase of upheaval in its history. Megatrends such as emission

reduction, lightweight construction, automated driving, connectivity, and mobility

services have changed the landscape for good. According to Volvo (2021, p.17), the

whole industry is undergoing a shift as technology, consumer preferences, and trends

all change, while the planet’s fragility has come to our mind. They, therefore, believe

that a company must evolve and must show how they can provide an answer to the

questions of today (Volvo, 2021, p.14). This can be done by reporting to the world how

your company is answering today’s questions through, e.g., non-financial reporting.

It is not only Volvo that is focusing on Sustainability and ESG reporting. A report

from CapGemini (2020) shows that half of the automotive industry has sustainability

targets for key executives. There are more than 60 car brands around the world

owned by 14 major global corporations (Gould, 2018). Some of the biggest European
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competitors have been listed below in table 1. The table is showing their revenue,

the number of cars sold, and employees in 2020. According to the annual reports

taken from the five listed competitors, electrification is on the agenda for all of them.

Examples of this is Renault (2021) who presented their goal to also be 100 percent

electric in 2030. And both BMW and Daimler aim to have 25 percent of all cars

produced in 2025 being 100 percent electrical (BMW; Daimler, 2021). This indicates

that the competitors in the automotive industry market are trying to become more

sustainable within the electrification of cars. Nevertheless, how are the companies

listed in table 1 performing in other ESG focus areas? And what about companies

who is focusing less on sustainability? Will they be able to have success in the future,

and is it even necessary for Volvo to focus on ESG reporting?

2020 Volvo Volkswagen Stellantis Daimler BMW Renault

Revenue 25,575 220,884 145,600 98,576 98,990 43,474

m. euro

Cars sold 662 9,305 6,264 2,840 2,325 2,950

k. pieces

Employees 41,500 665,000 400,000 298,700 120,726 170,000

Table 1: Volvo and the European automotive competitors’ revenue, cars sold and
number of employees in 2020.

1.2 Integrated reporting and ESG reporting

Integrated reporting is an activity that contributes to the finding and solving of

issues, and in realizing the sustainable improvement of corporate value (Deloitte,

2016). The integrated reporting can be seen as combining financial reporting with

non-financial reporting (also known as ESG reporting). The paper will have a focus on

non-financial reporting, and its growing importance for the automotive industry. The

integrated reporting provides greater clarity on business issues and performance. It

can also improve their reputation and stakeholder relationships. An integrated report

can be described as “a concise communication about how an organization’s strategy,

governance, performance and prospects of its external environment look like.” - (EY

Denmark, 2021).
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The integrated reporting is currently voluntary in almost all countries, but why are an

increasing number of companies then trying to prepare integrated- and non-financial

reports? According to Engert & Baumgartner (2015), the acceptance of incorporating

sustainability reports has continued to grow steadily in recent years. A report from

GRI (2019) revealed that 93 percent of the world’s largest companies by revenue

already report on their ESG performance, and a report from Deloitte (2020) shows that

the number of European companies publishing some form of sustainability disclosure

increased from 20 percent in 2011 to 86 percent in 2018. Witkowski et al. (2018)

furthermore states that the automotive industry is the sector with the third highest

ESG reporting rate, with Mining and technology, media, telecom (TMT) being the

highest.

1.3 Problem Identification

With a short introduction to Volvo, their sustainability strategy, and an introduction

to some of the other automotive brand’s electrifications strategy, there is an indication

of ESG reporting becoming more and more important. Combining the integrated

reporting and the automotive industry’s goal of improving their Sustainability strategy,

the researcher finds it interesting to investigate why non-financial reporting (ESG

reporting) is becoming more important. Volvo is addressing six ESG focus areas in their

sustainability strategy. The researcher finds it interesting to identify and understand

how each stakeholder can be linked to the ESG focus areas identified by Volvo and

understand what pressures the stakeholders are putting on Volvo. Furthermore, Volvo

has an ambition of being recognized as an ethical and responsible business and a

world-leader in safety, technology, and innovation. The researcher finds it interesting

to understand and analyze how Volvo is performing on ESG reporting compared to

their competitors. Lastly, the researcher finds it interesting to understand if ESG

reporting will be more important in the future. Will it have an impact on Volvo’s

future business if they do not implement it? And what are the consequences if they

do not adapt to the expectations set by their stakeholders and institutions?
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1.4 Problem statement

With the problem identification taken in mind, the researcher has identified the

following problem statement:

“Why is Volvo focusing on ESG reporting, and will it have an
impact on their future business?”

To answer the problem statement, the following three research questions will be

analyzed

– Why is ESG reporting becoming more important, and how are stake-

holders pushing for ESG-reporting?

– How well is Volvo doing on ESG reporting compared to its competi-

tors?

– Will ESG reporting have an impact on the future business of Volvo?

With the research questions in mind when answering the main problem statement,

the problem statement will be well covered. The research questions will function as

guiding questions, to make sure that the study will remain relevant to the chosen

topic. A brief explanation of how the research questions will help support the problem

statement will be described in chapter 3: Theories and Models . The chapter will also

explain what theories and focus areas the research questions will be looking at.
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1.5 Delimitations of the paper

Volvo is a big company with many different focus areas. This paper will only be

focusing on Volvo Cars. It will more specifically be focusing on the B2C car market,

with a delimitation of the rest of Volvo. This also includes a delimitation of the joint

venture with Lynk & Co and Polestar. Other automotive brands will be used to

benchmark the performance of Volvo’s ESG reporting. With many different automotive

brands in the world, a handful of European automotive brands who are all on the

transitioning from being fossil fuel cars moving towards alternative environmentally

sustainable fuels have been chosen. Since Volvo is on this journey themself, car brands

like Tesla (a 100 percent electrical car brand) will not be considered. The chosen

competitors can be found in table 1 on page 3. The researcher will need time for

analyzing the found data before the hand-in date. Any data published after the 15th

of April 2021 will therefore not be taken into consideration since the paper will be

handed in on the 17th of May 2021. Due to the unfortunate Covid-19 situation, will

the number of interviews conducted only include a single interview. This is mainly

because of increased difficulties contacting and setting up interviews. The paper will

be using ESG as a synonym for both CSR and Sustainability and will try to be used as

a single concept that can define both words. The words will be used interchangeably.

It will only be stakeholders of most importance to Volvo who will be analyzed in this

paper. The stakeholders of most importance are already described by Volvo in their

annual report (Volvo, 2021), but will also include a few extra stakeholders mentioned

in the interview made with Volvo. Furthermore, will the paper not be answering the

importance and power of each stakeholder (Hill and Jones, 1992) even though the

role of power in stakeholder relationships should not be underestimated. Lastly, will

the paper use the single case research study. According to Yin (2014), single case

studies are not good for generalizing, meaning that the findings of the paper will only

focus on Volvo. The paper will therefore not be used to generalize on the rest of the

European automotive industry.
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1.6 Structure of thesis

Figure 1: Structure of thesis – Au-
thor’s creation.

The paper starts with an Introduction (chapter 1)

of Volvo as a company and how important ESG re-

porting has become for the automotive industry. This

provides the reader with a better understanding of

what thoughts have led to the problem identification

and the problem statement followed by delimitations

of the paper. When answering the research questions,

the problem statement will be answered while the

reader will be easily guided through the paper. A

Literature review (chapter 2) will then be intro-

duced, helping the reader understand the pre-existing

theory on this issue. The Theories and models

(chapter 3) applied for this paper will be introduced

and defined for the reader to better understand the

analysis tools used. Following a cube approach will

help the researcher in his analysis by analyzing the

sub questions independently with no or minor links

to the other sub questions. To make sure that the

paper keeps an academic level of writing and reading,

Methodology (chapter 4) will be presented to help

understand the approaches selected and not selected.

The Analysis (chapter 5-7) will include three in-

dividual chapters. The three chapters will each have

a sub conclusion. The sub conclusions will be used

in the Discussion (chapter 8) and help the reader

discuss the findings and link it to the literature review.

The Future Research (chapter 9) will introduce

new areas of interest that could be focused on in the

future. The paper will end of summarizing the findings

in the Conclusion (chapter 10).
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2 Literature review

The literature review aims at presenting existing academic research areas that have

been conducted over the last couple of decades and link them to the thesis. The

literature review will be based on literature arguing that organizational CSR strategy is

largely shaped by the external influences a company faces (e.g., Starik and Marcus 2000.

Campbell 2007. Lee 2011). And the goal of CSR is not to harm stakeholders (Campbell,

2007). Waddock (2008) states that the institutional pressure for CSR improvements

has increased significantly, especially through the last 20 years. Campbell (2005,

chap.3) believes that institutions influence corporations by constraining their behavior

and discourage them from acting in socially irresponsible ways. ESG reporting will

furthermore be shifting from compliance to commitment (Brinda, 2020). And market

players and market regulators need to partner to deliver a sustainable financial system

that works for all stakeholders (IFC,2018). Furthermore, the focus on CSR has

increased during the last ten years, and has become a fundamental strategic element

in organizations (Dey et al., 2018). An analysis made by Engert & Baumgartner

(2015) shows that even though European automotive companies are aware of the

significance of sustainability for the industry, some companies tend to be leaders and

other laggards towards implementing sustainability reports. The research’s premise is

furthermore based around literature (Nordea, 2018) which argues that ESG reporting

is a megatrend that companies must focus on. And that ESG risk measurement is

crucial for stakeholders and institutions to survive. They also state that strong ESG

standards can lead to improved business performance (Nordea, 2018). Looking at the

strategic management perspective, Clark et al. (2014) discovered that 88 percent of

their reviewed companies with robust sustainability practices had a better operational

performance. This translated into better corporate performance. And according to

Iamandi et al. (2019), companies tend to implement a business customized ESG

approach for achieving organizational efficiency and competitiveness. Lastly, Statman

and Glushkov (2009) find that companies with high ESG scores overperform companies

with low ESG scores.
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3 Theories and Models

The researcher has earlier defined the problem statement. The paper will be using a

cube approach, analyzing the three research questions described earlier in chapter:

”1.4 - Problem statement”. The cube approach will help the researcher analyze each

research question independently with no or only minor links to the other research

questions. In the following section, the three research questions will be described

in-depth to understand what theories and models that will be used for each section

and how they help to better understand the problem statement. The theories will

afterwards be introduced. This will help the reader understand how the theory can

say something about the empirical data found in this paper.

Figure 2: The Cube Approach – Author’s creation with inspiration found by Poulsen (2019).

A) Importance of ESG Reporting

The first chapter of the analysis will help the reader better understand why Volvo is

focusing on ESG reporting and why it is becoming more important. With the view

that CSR strategy is largely shaped and influenced by the external environment (Lee

2011), the research question will introduce Volvo’s CSR strategy and their six ESG

focus areas. The analysis will link the ESG strategy presented by Volvo (2021, p.126)

to each individual stakeholder. This will be done to analyze how each stakeholder is

pushing for ESG reporting. The section will afterwards analyze what type of pressure
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the stakeholders are putting on Volvo regarding ESG reporting. The findings of the

stakeholder analysis and institutional pressures will be used to describe how ESG

reporting is moving towards becoming a mandatory responsibility with the use of

the CSR pyramid. The three subsections of this chapter help the researcher and

reader to better understand why ESG reporting is becoming more important and how

stakeholders are pushing for ESG reporting.

B) Volvo and their ESG Reporting performance

The second chapter of the analysis will help the reader better understand how ESG

reporting will be important for Volvo in the future. And how well Volvo and the chosen

European competitors are doing on ESG reporting. The researcher will start out

describing how Volvo has been focusing on CSR in the past to better understand how

important ESG reporting will be for Volvo in the future. It will afterwards be analyzed

how well Volvo is doing on ESG reporting compared to its European competitors to

understand if they are good at it. This will help the reader and researcher to better

estimate if Volvo’s interest in ESG reporting has increased/decreased in the last five

years. It will also help explain if ESG reporting will become more important for Volvo

in the future. The chapter will end with a description of the limitations and challenges

that ESG reporting is currently facing to understand what still needs to be improved.

Since the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards used by Volvo and the other

competitors is not giving an ESG score but rather setting standards that a company

can live up to, another rating system will be used. This paper will be using data from

Refintiv (The new Thomson Reuters Asset4). The ESG data is found on the database

Eikon (2021) and will be used as a benchmark for how well Volvo is doing on ESG

reporting. The Refinitiv ESG rating database has furthermore been chosen due to its

inclusion of Volvo Cars. Many other rating agencies have not made an ESG rating

of Volvo Cars since they are not a public listed company. The comparative analysis

will focus on the corporate performance of ESG reporting and not how well the stock

price of the company has performed. This will be followed by a description of the

challenges and limitations that need to be improved for ESG reporting to become

even more important in the future.
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C) Future ESG Reporting and Volvo

The third and last chapter of the analysis will help the reader better understand how

ESG reporting will be important for Volvo in the future. The research question will

focus on the theories regarding value creation through competitive advantages, ESG

risk management, and the fit theory. It will furthermore be discussed whether Volvo

can remain competitive in the future if they do not focus on ESG reporting.

By connecting and summarizing the findings of the three chapters, a conclusion to the

problem statement will be made. The cube approach will help the researcher review

the problem statement with three different views. This will give the reader various

perspectives and, hereby, a more valid conclusion to the problem statement.

During the analysis of the three chapters, various models and theories will be presented

and used to validate the data found.This will help the reader and researcher to better

understand the findings. On the next page, table 2 will be presented, giving the reader

an accessible overview of all theories and models used in each section:
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Theories Section Models

3.1.1 Freeman (1984) -

Stakeholder theory

A) Importance of ESG Re-

porting

3.1.1 Freeman (1984) -

Stakeholder theory

3.1.2 Suchman (1995),

Powell & DiMaggio

(1983) - Legitimacy &

Neo-institutional theory

3.1.2 Carroll (2016) -

CSR pyramid

3.1.3 Carroll (2016) -

CSR pyramid

None B) Volvo and ESG report-

ing

3.2.1 Moura-Leite & Pad-

gett (2011) - History of

CSR

3.2.2 Refinitiv (2020)

ESG Framework

3.3.1 Porter & Kramer

(2011) - CSR vs CSV

C) Future of ESG and

Volvo

None

3.3.2 Clark et al. (2015) -

3 major ways ESG-issues

create competitive advan-

tages

3.3.3 Linnenluecke et al.

(2013) - “Fit theory”

Table 2: Theories and models used in each section – Author’s creation with inspiration
found from Poulsen (2019).

The models and theories will in the next section be described to give both the reader

and researcher an understanding of what the models and theories can analyze and

describe.
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3.1 Theories and models for section A)

As previously mentioned, Section A will focus on why ESG reporting is becoming more

important and how stakeholders are pushing for ESG reporting. The data used to

analyze the following theories will be a mix of qualitative and quantitative data, using

both quotes from the interview and various articles/annual reports/reports found.

Stakeholder, Neo-institutional and CSR pyramid theory

To explain the growing importance of ESG reporting, and understand how stakehold-

ers are pushing for ESG reporting, a mix of stakeholder analysis, neo-institutional

isomorphic pressures, and the CSR pyramid will be used. The stakeholder theory will

help explain how Volvo must take the interests of various stakeholders into account

when taking CSR decisions to maximize profit and maintain a good relationship with

stakeholders. As mentioned earlier, it will not be possible to include all stakeholders,

which is why stakeholders of most importance have been defined by Volvo and the

interview made with Niklas. The neo-institutional theory will help explain how Volvo is

seeking legitimacy and understand what types of pressures stakeholders are putting on

Volvo. The findings of the stakeholder analysis and institutional isomorphic pressures

will be used in the CSR pyramid. The CSR pyramid will help explain how ESG

reporting is becoming a mandatory responsibility and not something that they do

voluntarily.

3.1.1 Stakeholder theory

The stakeholder theory is a broad topic, with more than 55 definitions of what a

stakeholder is (Friedman and Miles, 2006). This paper will be using the stakeholder

approach made by Freeman. According to Freeman (1984, p.46), a stakeholder can be

defined as “Any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of

the firm’s objectives”. This means that a business can only be successful if it creates

value for its customers, suppliers, employees, communities and financiers, investors,

banks, and other people with money. The stakeholder theory aims to consider how

companies should meet the demands of stakeholders to continue to operate and achieve
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their goals (McKnight & Linnenluecke, 2016). This means that if a company was only

focusing on creating the most possible value for its owners, it would, in the long-term

create unsatisfied stakeholders, which would hurt the business. The company, therefore,

needs to find a strategy that meets the minimum requirements for all stakeholders

and thereby creates value. The stakeholder theory is often seen as a counterbalance to

shareholder theory presented by Friedman (1962; 1970;1968). According to Freeman

(1984), will a focus on stakeholders help maximize profit, while a shareholder focus

will only benefit the company’s owners. The shareholder theory can be seen as a

narrower focus on creating value for its investors only, while the stakeholder theory

aims to create value for a broader range of stakeholders.

Stakeholder theory can, according to Freeman (1984), be divided into internal and

external stakeholders who are interested in the activities and behaviors of the company.

The internal stakeholders can be identified as stakeholders working inside the company,

whose interest in the company comes through a direct relationship. The external

stakeholders can, on the other hand, be described as the stakeholders who are working

indirectly with the company and may be affected by the actions and outcomes of the

company. The stakeholders are not limited to those listed below in figure 3 but are

often the stakeholders who are most often represented for a company.

Figure 3: The Stakeholder framework by Freeman (1984).
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The stakeholder focus is used when companies are focusing on implementing CSR

and sustainability (McKnight & Linnenluecke, 2016). It helps the company identify

different needs from various stakeholders. The stakeholder theory will therefore be

used to explain how each stakeholder is pushing for ESG reporting and link the ESG

focus areas presented by Volvo to the demands from each individual stakeholder. It

will furthermore be used to connect each stakeholder to the type of isomorphic pressure

that they are putting on Volvo.

3.1.2 Neo-institutional theory and legitimacy

Neo-institutional theory is a theoretical perspective used to understand an organiza-

tion’s behavior in a bigger perspective with a focus on how it is influenced by other

organizations and social forces. The neo-institutional theory helps us explain and

understand how organizations are trying to achieve legitimacy. According to Suchman

(1995), legitimacy can be described as; ”a generalized perception or assumption that

the actions of an entity are desirable, proper or appropriate within some socially

constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and definitions”. According to Sarkis et al.

(2011), institutional theory can help us to better answer questions about the influences

on ESG reporting and understand how companies react to external pressures to gain

legitimacy. The institutional theory assumes that companies are widely affected by

the external environment, actions, and behaviors like law and regulation, values, and

expectations (Powell and DiMaggio, 1983).

Isomorphism

According to Powell and DiMaggio (1983), organizations seek legitimacy, which is also

defined as isomorphism. Isomorphism can be described as a tool to understand what

external factors that affect organizations. Furthermore, it looks at how companies

react and adapt, and can be described as three types of pressures coming from the

external world being: Coercive, Normative, and Mimetic pressures. The

isomorphism will be used to describe what type of pressure each stakeholder is putting

on Volvo.
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Coercive isomorphic pressures

The coercive isomorphism is formed by expectations from the legal and cultural

environment, and the political influence on laws, sanctions, and regulations. The

coercive pressure can therefore be described as the external regulative pressure for

what is legal. This pressure must be met by the organization, if they want to reach

resources that would otherwise not be available. If the organization does not accept

the coercive pressure, there is a risk of losing resources or getting sanctions. The

coercive pressure can, on the basis of legitimacy, be seen as pressures that are legally

sanctioned.

Normative pressures

The normative isomorphism is the pressure formed by professions and socializations.

They are morally governed and require certification and accreditation. The normative

pressure can be seen as a social obligation put on a company to live up to the values,

norms, role expectations, and code of conduct set by the society. If the company

does not live up to these rules, there is a risk of social sanctions such as boycotts,

shaming, or protests. The normative pressure can, on the basis of legitimacy, be seen

as pressures that are morally governed.

Mimetic pressures

The mimetic isomorphism focuses on what is culturally supported and what is concep-

tually correct. It is the cognitive pressure and is something that companies experience

when they are looking for legitimacy by copying solutions from other organizations

within a specific area. The mimetic pressure often appears when an organization is

confronted with a problem, they do not have a solution for. The mimetic pressure

can, on the basis of legitimacy, be seen as pressures that are culturally supported and

conceptually correct.
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3.1.3 CSR pyramid

Figure 4: The CSR pyramid by Carroll (2016).

The CSR pyramid by Carroll (2016) is a four-component framework that helps under-

stand the responsibilities and the expectations that society has for the companies. The

framework consists of four different social responsibilities; Economic, Legal, Ethical

and Philanthropic, which is shaped like a pyramid with Economic responsibilities

at the bottom and Philanthropic responsibilities at the top. The framework

can be seen as a hierarchy for separate responsibilities, with the Economic respon-

sibility being of the highest importance. The pyramid’s goal is not to be used as

an advancement system, going from economic to philanthropic responsibilities. It

is more like a framework with various components that the company could/should

fulfill simultaneously. Using the pyramid, CSR should not be seen as a strive for

excellence but rather as a way of promoting satisfying behavior. The pyramid will

be used to understand how ESG reporting responsibilities are becoming more of a

mandatory responsibility instead of voluntary, meaning an increase of importance

towards the overall CSR strategy. The CSR pyramid can be found in figure 4, and

the four responsibilities will now be described.
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Economic Responsibilities

Organizations have a responsibility of being profitable for society, meaning that they

should be able to sustain themselves and not rely on the society to survive. This

means that a company should produce and sell the goods and services they want to,

and as a reward, take acceptable profits for this. Without profits, the company will

not be able to reinvest money into the company and, as a result of this, develop their

business towards, e.g., sustainability requirements from society. This will not only

help the company, but also create value, and benefit stakeholders of the business.

Legal Responsibilities

When running a business, it is not only important to be profitable. You must

furthermore obey the law and play by the rules set by society. These rules are not only

laws but also regulations of how to run a business with fair business practices. If the

business does not succeed in following the laws, they may not be able to continue their

operation or will receive fees for not complying with the law. The business should,

therefore, not produce or sell goods, or services that do not comply with the legal

responsibilities set by society.

Ethical Responsibilities

The company should not only run a business obeying the economic and legal respon-

sibilities but also manage to take an ethical responsibility. This means that society

and stakeholders set standards, norms, and expectations for how a company should

operate. The company has an obligation to do what is right and fair and should avoid

harming any stakeholders.

Philanthropic Responsibilities

The last component of the CSR pyramid is the philanthropic responsibility, meaning

that the business should be a good corporate citizen. The company should contribute

resources to the community and thereby improve the quality of life. The philanthropic

responsibility focuses on giving back and doing voluntary business actions and is not

expected in a moral or ethical way like the ethical responsibilities.
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3.2 Theories and models for section B)

3.2.1 CSR, Sustainability and ESG Reporting

CSR

According to Carrol (2015a), Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) can be defined

in more than 37 ways. The most common description of CSR is published by the

European Commission. According to the European Commission (2017) CSR could be

defined as; “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. Another definition of CSR that

will be used in this paper is: “The social responsibility of business encompasses the

economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of organizations

at a given point in time.” - Carroll (1979).

A brief history of CSR

CSR is a concept that has been around for a long time. Howard Bowen is often

cited as the “father of CSR,” with his publication of his book in 1953 advocating

business ethics and responsiveness to societal stakeholders. In the 1970s, CSR truly

began to bloom when the committee for Economic Development in 1971 addressed

the concept of a “social contract” meaning that a business had an obligation to serve

the needs of the society (CED,1971). In the 1980s, CSR began to be incorporated

into companies, which started adopting principles, developing policies, and creating

formal processes for how to act regarding CSR, and thereby creating CSR strategies.

This was done to become more responsive to their stakeholders. From the 1990’s

the idea of CSR became almost universally approved, with many companies starting

to communicate their contributions to CSR and coupling it to strategy literature

(Moura-Leite & Padgett, 2011). From 2000 CSR has become a global phenomenon

with awareness in the whole world and a high focus on going from “doing good to

do well” (Moura-Leite & Padgett, 2011). From 2010 CSR became a way to do global

competition with stakeholders starting to pressure companies to prioritize their CSR

activities, and today it is essential to the bottom line and for maximizing the business
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of today ACCP (2021). A timeline can be found in figure 5, showing how CSR has

evolved over the last sixty years.

Figure 5: Timeline of CSR from 1950-2010 taken from Moura-Leite & Padgett (2011).

Sustainability

Sustainability is as CSR the focus on meeting the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Different from

CSR, sustainability was described as the ”triple bottom line” by John Elkington

(1998) and had a more specific focus on economic, environmental, and social aspects.

This can also be translated into the three p’s: profits, planet, and people. According

to Carroll (2015a), the focus on sustainability began to grow in the 1990s and has

evolved from the concepts of CSR.

Strand et al. (2015) discusses CSR and Sustainability and believe that the two

concepts can either be treated as synonyms or distinct concepts. The scholars that

treat CSR and sustainability as distinct concepts claim that CSR is often seen as

focusing on the social perspective and sustainability as the environmental perspective.

In this research paper, the researcher will treat CSR and sustainability as distinct

concepts but use ESG as a synonym for both sustainability and CSR. The goal of

the paper is to reach some kind of perfection in one single concept, with the use of

ESG as a description for both sustainability and CSR. ESG will in the next section

be described.
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ESG

According to Miller (2018), the connection between CSR/sustainability and ESG can

be explained as CSR/sustainability referring to the company’s overall commitment

to its various stakeholders. ESG on the other hand refers to the explicit criteria

that could be used to assess the CSR/sustainability practices of the company. Miller

(2018) furthermore states that ESG is used to evaluate a company’s commitment to

CSR and sustainability, and ESG is the most suitable method for measuring it. CSR

and sustainability focuses on describing a company’s commitment toward socially

responsible commitments, practices, and efforts. ESG is on the other hand specific

areas within a company’s social responsibility areas that stakeholders and investors

can evaluate a company’s performance on. ESG furthermore adds an increased interest

to governance issues. ESG is the art of combining CSR and sustainability with an

increased focus on three legs within CSR/sustainability being E) Environmental, S)

Social, and G) Governance. CSR and sustainability can, in other words, make a

company accountable for their actions, while ESG is often more quantifiable and

therefore easier to measure. According to Edmondson (2020), CSR and sustainability

can be seen as an internal function, while ESG can be seen as an external. This

means that CSR and sustainability are up to those within the company to measure the

success of these programs. ESG can on the other hand be used as a measurement tool

that stakeholders can use to compare the effectiveness of different corporate efforts.

Examples of different ESG focus areas can be found in table 3.

E: Biodiversity, Carbon emissions, Climate change, Pollution, and Resource effi-
ciency.

S: Gender and diversity, Human rights, Customer & product responsibility, and
Fair treatment of stakeholders.

G: Corruption, Business ethics, Board diversity, Shareholder rights, Transparency,
and Leadership.

Table 3: Examples of ESG focus areas – Author’s creation.
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ESG Reporting and the rationale behind ESG reporting

ESG reporting can according to Deloitte (2015) be defined as: “the process of gathering

and disclosing data on non-financial aspects of a company’s performance and defining

measurements, indicators and sustainability goals based on the company’s strategy”.

ESG reporting is still mainly a voluntary organizational practice within a company,

giving the company an option to influence the information flow to provide only selected

information about their performance to stakeholders (Hahn et al., 2015). The ESG

reporting got incorporated in 2006 when the United Nations launched a voluntary

program for companies so that institutional investors could incorporate ESG values into

their decision-making process. According to Schaltegger & Hörisch (2015), legitimacy

can be regarded as the underlying rationale, or the dominant motivation for ESG

reporting, while Deegan (2002) describes how ESG reporting can be used to maintain

the implicit social contract between a company and society. The ESG reporting can,

in other words, be seen as a tool to foster trust, employee loyalty, and boost investors’

confidence (Schaltegger & Csutora, 2012). ESG reporting will in this paper be used

as a definition for both non-financial- and sustainability reporting.

Initiatives to support ESG reporting and Frameworks

Since there is no single or best way of reporting on ESG, there are many different

standards and frameworks for what parameters to use as guidelines. According to

Measurabl (2020), some of the most used frameworks and standards used today are

the SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) and GRI (Global Reporting Initiative). A

brief description of the two can be found in the following section.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) were adopted by all United Nations (UN)

members in 2015 (UN, 2021). There are a total of 17 interlinked global goals intended

to be achieved by 2030. All goals address global challenges, and the goals can be

seen as a blueprint to achieve a more sustainable future for all. The SDG can be

seen as a tool to how companies can integrate ESG focus areas into their business.

GRI was established in 1997. GRI helps businesses and governments to understand

and communicate their impact on critical sustainability issues such as climate change,
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human rights, governance, and social wellbeing. GRI is a sustainability framework with

four key elements being Guidelines, indicator protocols, sector supplements,

and technical protocols. Even though many frameworks are accepted, GRI was

announced as the official reporting standard for UN Global Compact and is now

the most widely used sustainability reporting framework (NEF, 2021). The SDG is

integrated into the GRI reporting by encouraging companies to fulfill the goals set by

the UN. Unfortunately, the GRI report is not that useful to compare and benchmark

the performance of other companies, meaning that another ESG scoring framework

will be presented.

As mentioned earlier, Section B) will focus on how well Volvo and the other automotive

companies are performing on ESG reporting, looking at a five-year reporting scope.

The Refinitiv (New Thomson Reuters’ Asset4) ESG Framework has been chosen due

to its simplicity and availability. The GRI reporting standard does not provide an

ESG performance score and would therefore make it more difficult to benchmark.

The data has been extracted from Eikon (2021), showing the performance of ESG

reporting of various automotive brands in the period 2015-2020.

3.2.2 Refinitiv ESG Framework

The Refinitiv ESG Framework is a data-driven assessment of companies, with a focus on

transparently and objectively measuring a company’s relative ESG performance based

on publicly reported data. The ratings are available for more than 10,000 companies

globally, with time series going back to 2002. The goal of the framework is to find

two overall ESG scores: ESG score and the combined ESG score (ESGC score).

The framework will furthermore be used to identify how the automotive companies

are performing on each of the three ESG pillars. This means that the section will

be focusing on a total of six scores being: Environmental pillar, Social Pillar,

Governance pillar, ESG Score, Controversies score, and the Combined

ESG score . The ESG framework will, now be described.
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Figure 6: ESG Framework by Refinitiv (2020).

The ESG framework by Refinitiv (2020) measures a company’s ESG performance

based on verifiable reported data. This could be data like annual reports, NGO

websites, and CSR reports, capturing up to 450 company-level ESG measures, with

up to 186 measures within an industry. The data is grouped into ten categories that

form the three pillars and an ESG score. The combined ESG score (ESGC score)

does not only measure the ESG performance but also takes various controversies into

account. The ESG controversies score is calculated based on 23 ESG controversy

topics reflected in the latest complete period. This means that a company is penalized

if a scandal occurs, which affects a company’s overall score. An example of this could

be the Volkswagen emissions scandal, which happened in 2015.

The scores are rated from 0-100, and is divided into four performance groups, with 0

being the worst performance score. The framework will be used as a benchmarking

tool to compare the ESG performance within the automotive industry. The scores

will take the annual scores and compare them to the average performance of the last

five years.

Relative poor ESG
performance

Relative satis-
factory ESG
performance

Relative good ESG
performance

Relative excellent
ESG performance

0-25 score >25-50 score >50-75 score >75-100 score

Table 4: ESG Performance score by Refinitiv (2020).
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3.3 Theories and models for section C)

3.3.1 Creating shared value (CSV)

According to Porter & Kramer (2011), CSR efforts are often seen as a burden that

pressures companies to think about sustainability in a generic way instead of an

appropriate way that could benefit the company. They furthermore stated that

CSR became an inescapable priority among corporate leaders and was often highly

unproductive with only a little corporate strategic fit. This is why the concept of

Creating Shared Value (CSV) emerged. The CSV concept differs from CSR in the sense

that it integrates the social responsibility into its value chain. The competitiveness of

a company is thereby enhanced while at the same time social and economic conditions

in the communities in which the company sells and operates is advancing (Moore,

2014). It is important to say that CSV has nothing to do with, e.g., charity but should

be seen as an economical approach to issues that will pay off in the long run of the

business. The framework will be used to identify how ESG reporting can strengthen

Volvo’s competitive advantage and how ESG initiatives can be seen as opportunities

rather than a damage control tool. The CSV will be an important viewpoint to the

thesis since almost all companies need economic reasoning for doing CSR.

3.3.2 Translation of ESG issues into competitive advantage

According to Clark et al. (2015), companies should realize that ESG issues can be

translated into a competitive advantage. There are three major ways that ESG issues

can lead to a competitive advantage being: Lower risk, higher performance,

and better reputation.

A competitive advantage can be generated by lowering the level of risk in the company.

Clark et al. (2015) believes that if a company neglects sustainability issues, it can

have a substantial impact on a company’s business operations over the medium to

longer term. It can also suddenly jeopardize the survival of a company altogether

(Tail-risks). It can furthermore decrease the external costs. This can also be confirmed

by Sharfman and Fernando (2008), who found out that the main driver for reducing
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the cost of equity could be traced to the reduced systematic risk, also known as

beta. Competitive advantages can furthermore rise through both process innovation

and product innovation. Studies show that engaging in socially responsible activities

can be linked to improved company efficiency (Clark et al.,2015). A company’s

performance will be improved when incorporating ESG issues since it can realize

cost savings through innovation, resource efficiency, and revenue enhancements via

sustainable products that lead to margin improvements. Lastly, a focus on ESG issues

can create competitive advantages through reputation, especially from human capital

and consumers. Companies focusing on ESG activities will experience an enhanced

reputation, with satisfied employees leading to less employee turnover and improving

the business’s long-run performance. A focus on ESG issues will furthermore give a

good reputation and relationship to the society, which will lower the cost of public

relations and legal settlements.

3.3.3 Adapting to the external environment: Fit theory

According to Linnenluecke et al. (2013), adaptation is defined as progressive modi-

fication and optimization attempts to achieve better performance of a company in

its business environment. Companies are hereby trying to fit into the external envi-

ronment by responding to changes in product markets, consumer profiles, or changes

in regulation via a range of internally or externally oriented responses. This can

be done by developing new products, lobby governments, seek internal efficiencies,

or utilize slack resources. The authors believe that if companies no longer “fit” or

cannot sufficiently adapt to their environment, which could either be their competitive,

macro-economic, or political environments, they are expected to falter or even fail.
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4 Methodology

The following section will look at the different methods used in this thesis paper. The

paper will be using the research onion made by Saunders et al. (2007) and furthermore

discuss how data collection will be conducted. The methodology chapter will end out

with a description of how the researcher will focus on the reliability and validity of

the collected data.

4.1 The research Onion

The researcher will be using the Research Onion made by Saunders et al. (2007) to

ensure that the problem statement will be answered thoroughly. It will also be used

to make sure that a solid methodology will be followed throughout the paper. The

onion is a figure used to easier describe different decisions that the researcher needs

to make when developing the research methodology. The research onion will guide

the researcher through six layers (starting from the outer layer) and help unwrap the

researcher in thinking more holistically. The onion and the methodology choices taken

for this paper can be seen below in figure 7.

Figure 7: The Research Onion by Saunders et al. (2007).
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Research philosophy

According to Saunders et al. (2019), it is important to look at the underlying

assumptions of a paper. According to them, all research philosophies make three major

types of assumptions being: Epistemology, Axiology, and Ontology. Each research

philosophy can be distinguished through its different assumptions. The epistemological

assumptions help the researcher determine what sort of contribution to knowledge

that the researcher can make as a result of the research. The axiological assumptions

help deal with the researcher’s own values, and the ontological assumptions help the

researcher determine what objects the paper focuses on and how the researcher will

approach them (Saunders et al., 2019).

The researcher will be using a pragmatic research philosophy. The pragmatic research

philosophy asserts that concepts are only relevant where they support action (Kelemen

and Rumens, 2008). With the application of pragmatism as a philosophy, the researcher

will be using theories to identify solutions to the sub-questions with the use of theories.

The pragmatic philosophy will create value-driven research sustained by the researcher’s

doubts and beliefs. According to Saunders (2009, p.144): ”Pragmatists recognize that

there are many different ways of interpreting the world and undertaking research, that

no single point of view can ever give the entire picture and that there may be multiple

realities.” This will go well in-hand with the Cube approach described earlier in chapter

3 “Theories and models”. The most important determinant for the pragmatic research

philosophy and strategy, is the research problem and the research questions.

Approach to theory development

When looking at the approach to theory, several options are available. With the

option to either use a deductive, abductive, or inductive approach, various setups

and findings can be found. The researcher will be using a deductive approach for

this paper, meaning that various theories and models will try to help the researcher

confirm whether the data gathered can reject or confirm the theories being used for

the research questions.
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Methodological choice

There are two major research techniques when conducting research being the “quanti-

tative” and “qualitative” method. The quantitative method provides and examines

numerical data. The quantitative methods will be used to identify ESG performance

patterns. The qualitative method has a focus on narrative data and will help the

researcher to study real-world settings through written documents. The paper will

therefore be using an application of both qualitative and quantitative methods, known

as a mixed method. The mixed-method has been chosen to better answer the problem

statement, and by adding a mixed-method, multiple viewpoints will be added, helping

the paper become more pragmatic.

Strategy

With the focus on Volvo and how they are performing on ESG reporting, a single

case study will be used. According to Robson (2002), a case study is defined as:”A

strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular

contemporary phenomenon using multiple sources of evidence”. The case study will be

an explanatory case study aiming at explaining a problem to be studied (Maxwell,

2008). According to Siggelkow (2007), the case study research is suitable for richly

describing the existence of phenomena and is also effective when comparing companies’

performance. According to Hurrell (2005), the case study is ideal for looking at

research questions that are closely connected to their context or situation and can

be used to explore industry-specific research questions. This will be the case of this

industry-specific paper of Volvo and other automotive brands.

Techniques and procedures

When writing a paper, data can be collected, either longitudinal or cross-sectional

depending on what format fits the paper best. Since the paper is trying to analyze the

current state of the car industry, the data for this paper will be collected at a specific

time in an already established cross-sectional time horizon. This means that data will

only be collected once at a specific point in time, instead of collecting the same data

over an extended period. A timeline and process for this paper can be found in figure

8.
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Figure 8: Timeline of project from start to Hand-in – Author’s creation.

4.2 Data Collection

When writing a paper, the researcher can use primary and/or secondary data. Accord-

ing to Yin (2009), the essential tactic and characteristic of case study research is to use

several different sources of data within each case to better answer the questions of how,

why, and who. According to Dibb and Meadows (2001), the use of several different

data sources will strengthen the findings. This is because as evidence is triangulated

it can investigate the research question from different perspectives. The primary and

secondary data used for this paper will in the following section be described.

Primary data

The primary data will help the researcher derive first-hand data that has not been

“processed” by others. An interview with Volvo’s ESG department in Gothenburg

will be conducted with Niklas Kilberg (From now on Niklas). Niklas is currently

responsible for Volvo’s Corporate Sustainability and has more than 20 years of

experience in environmental affairs. The Corporate Sustainability Team is responsible

for the fulfillment and strategy of challenging Volvo to become better on sustainability

reporting. Niklas has been working for both Volvo and Toyota Motor Europe but

will only be answering questions regarding Volvo and standard ESG reporting. The

interview will help the researcher conduct qualified data for the research questions.

The interview will take place on Microsoft Teams and will be recorded. The interview

will be the only interview conducted for this thesis and will give the researcher a lot

of empirical data that can be used for the analysis. The reasoning for not doing any
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other interviews is that Niklas is a perfect match for the research being conducted, and

the researcher believes that Niklas can cover almost all angles needed for the research.

The researcher would have liked to do an interview with Volvo’s Investor Relations

team, but the person responsible for investor relations is on maternity, meaning that

it has not been possible to contact her for an interview. The interview will not be

transcribed since the data will not be used to investigate a deeper meaning of the

context but rather a focus on how the data provided support the analysis made in

this paper. The interview with Niklas can be found in Appendix A (2021).

Interview – approach

The researcher has made preliminary questions regarding Volvo and their focus on

ESG reporting which has been presented for the interviewee before the interview

(Appendix B, 2021). The researcher will start with a briefing of the goal of the project

according to Kvale (2008), who states:

“The interview is introduced by a briefing in which the interviewer defines

the situation for the subject and briefly talks about the purpose of the

interview, the use of a tape recorder, and so on, and asks if the subject has

any questions before starting the interview.“

The researcher will be using a semi-structured interview, with both open-ended and

more theoretical questions incorporated shaped by the research question (Galletta

& Cross, 2013). After the interview, the interviewee will receive an email with the

summarized findings. This will give him an option to add comments if he believes

that the findings need extra information to become more valid or if something should

be defined differently.
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Secondary data

Secondary data will also be used with the consequence that it may have been collected

for other purposes than what the paper investigates. The secondary data will consist

of both qualitative and quantitative data, and since the analysis will be using a simple

mixed method, data will be collected from various databases. The databases used

are: Infomedia, Refinitiv/Eikon, Passport, various newspapers, acknowledged research

journals, companies’ own webpages, and annual reports. The secondary data will

support the analysis and fill out the gaps that the primary data did not manage to

answer. The findings used to describe Volvo’s focus on ESG will mainly be taken from

Volvo’s Annual report in 2020 and 2019 and the interveiw made with Niklas (2021,

Appendix A).

4.3 Validity and reliability

When writing a paper, both validity and reliability must be considered when collecting

data since they can have a huge effect on the quality of the paper. Validity is the focus

on finding data that is relevant and valid . The relevant part of validity is the

focus on whether the empirical findings can be used to describe the problem statement

(Andersen, 2012). The valid part of validity is the focus on whether the used theories

can describe the empirical findings. The paper will include the newest data possible to

keep the paper as updated and relevant and/or valid as possible, since ESG reporting

is an area in quick change, with new rules applied and methods for reporting on it

added every year. As mentioned earlier in chapter “4.2 - Data collection,” the paper

will create triangulation through the use of more than one method of collecting data

on the same topic. According to Noble & Heale (2019), this is a method used to create

credibility and validity of the research findings.

Reliability is the focus on how reliable the collected data will be. The focus on

reliability is highly aiming at using empirical data that can describe the findings in

the most credible way. The paper is using various annual reports of companies who is

trying to make their profile look the best possible, which could hurt the reliability
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of the paper. Fortunately for the paper, annual reports are always approved by a

third-party accountant, who makes the validity and reliability look better. Another

issue when looking at ESG-reporting is that there is no single correct way of reporting

on ESG-reporting, which can also hurt the reliability of the paper. To ensure that

this issue is not hurting the quality of the paper, companies will only be analyzed

and benchmarked at parameters that all companies have available. It will shortly be

discussed after the analysis of each sub-question whether the findings may be/are

lacking reliability and validity. Furthermore, will the theoretical articles used for this

research mainly be taken from authors published by acknowledged research journals.

For the interview, it is important to acknowledge that Niklas is working for Volvo.

Niklas might have colored opinions on how well Volvo is doing on ESG reporting. And

he probably wants to protect his relationship with Volvo and make sure that Volvo

has the best possible image. The paper will establish credibility of the interview by

adding findings from other journals and data that state the same as Niklas.

External validity

According to Yin (2018), external validity refers to generalization. According to

Steinberg (2015), generalization can be used as a “logical argument for extending

one’s claims beyond the data positing a connection between events that were studied

and those that were not”. Multiple authors (Yin, 2014, Stake, 1995, Tellis 1987),

states that it can be difficult to generalize the findings of a single case study. This is

because it cannot be guaranteed that the findings of one company can be applicable to

another company. The paper will therefore not be able to generalize on the automotive

industry but only explain how Volvo is experiencing the growing importance of ESG

reporting and maybe help shed light on future focus areas.

This was an introduction to how the researcher will be writing this paper. The next

three chapters will be analyzing the problem statement and research questions. Each

chapter will be focusing on one of the three research questions. The chapters will end

of with a sub conclusion, that summarizes the main findings.
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5 Growing importance of ESG Reporting

The first chapter of the analysis will focus on why ESG reporting is becoming more

important and how stakeholders are affecting it. To understand why ESG reporting is

becoming more important, we must first understand how the internal and external

environment affects the need for ESG reporting. The section will therefore start

with a description of Volvo’s six ESG focus areas and afterward link the ESG focus

areas to the stakeholders of most importance presented in Volvo’s annual report

(2020) and in the interview made with Niklas (2021, Appendix A). The researcher

will then analyze what types of institutional pressures each stakeholder is putting

on Volvo regarding ESG reporting. The findings of the stakeholder analysis and the

institutional pressures will help the researcher in trying to explain why ESG reporting

is becoming more important by applying the CSR pyramid (Carroll, 2016). The goal

of using the CSR pyramid is to understand how Volvo and the automotive industry

are experiencing ESG reporting moving from being a voluntary responsibility to a

mandatory responsibility.

5.1 Volvo and their focus on ESG reporting

This part of the analysis will describe the six ESG focus areas that Volvo is focusing on.

According to Niklas (2021,Appendix A, Min 10:26 - 14:05 ), Volvo is focusing on ESG

reporting because they want to, and they know that their stakeholders are interested

in it as well. The non-financial reporting is also created to get external recognition

so that Volvo can show their stakeholders that they are a company performing well,

and hereby also getting credibility. According to Volvo’s annual report from 2020,

Volvo has multiple areas of interest to focus on, regarding ESG activities. The

following focus areas with the highest importance to their stakeholders have been

defined as (in order of priority): “Carbon Footprint Reduction, The Ecosystem

of Electrification, Ethical & Responsible Business, Responsible Supply

Chain, Circular Economy, and Sustainable Work Life”.
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The six focus areas will briefly be described to get a better understanding of what they

cover. All findings have been taken from Volvo’s annual report 2020 (Volvo, 2021).

Figure 9: Importance to stakeholders vs Impact on business (Volvo Annual report, 2021, p.136).

1. Carbon Footprint reduction

Volvo has a goal of reducing its total lifecycle carbon footprint by 40 percent before 2025

(Volvo, 2021, p.129.) The goal is to become climate-neutral in all their manufacturing

operations by 2025 and fully climate-neutral by 2040 (Volvo, 2021, p.48). This will be

done by, e.g., increasing their own production of renewable energy. Another goal is to

reduce supply chain emissions by 25 percent with, e.g., the use of rails and sea freight

instead of air transport (Volvo, 2021, p.130).

2. The Ecosystem of Electrification

Back in 2019, Volvo introduced their first fully electric car being the Volvo XC40

Recharge . With a goal of making 50 percent in 2025 and 100 percent within 2030 of

the global sales coming from fully electric cars, Volvo is one of the leaders within the
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electrification goals (Volvo, 2021, p.50). The focus on electrification will furthermore

help Volvo reach carbon neutrality. Volvo will be moving towards 100 percent sales

online within 2030 (Volvo, 2021, p.42) and furthermore shape the future of mobility,

autonomous driving, and carsharing (Volvo, 2021, p.18).

3. Ethical & Responsible business

Volvo has been awarded three years in a row for being one of the most ethical

companies in the world (Volvo, 2021, p.57). They have a big focus on making life-

saving technologies that can make the world a safer place. This is done by making

both safe cars and a safer environment (Volvo, 2021, p.50). Volvo has furthermore

developed a broad training on ethical business for all employees and anti-corruption

training for the executive management (Volvo, 2021, p.138). Their high focus on

zero tolerance towards corruption and how they are tackling corruption and unethical

business practices is a high priority for them (Volvo, 2021, p.138).

4. Responsible supply chain

Volvo has a goal of pushing their suppliers to maximize the social impact and minimize

the environmental impact in the entire supply chain (Volvo, 2021, p.138). To make

sure that their supply chain is as responsible as possible, Volvo makes risk assessments,

through self-assessment questionnaires on CSR/sustainability, to make sure that their

suppliers are living up to the requirements set by Volvo (Volvo, 2021, p.136). Volvo

has furthermore joined the Transparency International (TI) to make sure that they

only use minerals and metals whose extraction, processing, trade, and transportation

have not directly or indirectly resulted in harming the environment or human rights

or provided funding to conflicts (Volvo, 2021, p.40).

5. Circular economy

Volvo has a goal of becoming a circular business by 2040 (Volvo, 2021, p.129). With

a focus on reducing and managing waste better, they believe it will help towards

achieving a circular economy. The remanufactured parts require up to 85 percent less

raw materials and 80 percent less energy than the production of a new part (Volvo,
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2021, p.85). One of the goals is to design and produce cars with 95 percent of the

used material to either be reused, refurbished, or remanufactured (Volvo, 2021, p.133).

Furthermore, Volvo aims to reuse, remanufacture, and recycle their electric batteries,

giving them new life and minimizing the environmental impact (Volvo, 2021, p.133).

Volvo’s most significant waste stream is currently metal from the car production,

which is entirely recycled (Volvo, 2021, p.78).

6. Sustainable work life

With the focus on equality and non-discrimination, Volvo is trying to create a workplace

with diversity and make people feel good about working at the company (Volvo, 2021,

p.135). The goal is to make a sustainable work-life that can attract new people

and increase the interest among youth and young adults to work in the automotive

industry (Volvo, 2021, p.136). To ensure that people are working in a safe and healthy

environment, Volvo is training their employees and management to eliminate accidents.

The number of injuries with sick leave decreased by 23 percent in 2020 (Volvo, 2021,

p.134).

5.2 Stakeholder analysis

In the following section, stakeholders will be described and analyzed to understand who

they are and how they are pushing for ESG reporting. This will help the researcher

in answering why Volvo is focusing on ESG reporting. According to ThinkParallax

(2019) will the use of ESG reporting also help create stakeholder value since it can,

e.g., help them understand how well a company is performing on the ESG focus areas.

This will in other words, create transparency for the stakeholders. As presented earlier,

Volvo has identified six ESG stakeholder focus areas of interest. The stakeholders will

be linked to the six focus areas to understand how they are pushing for each of the six

focus areas. Since a company like Volvo has many different stakeholders, and due to

the limited number of pages, stakeholders with the most significant impact on Volvo

have been identified through Volvo’s annual report and the stakeholders that Niklas

(2021, Appendix A, Min: 08:22 - 09:17 ) mentions in the interview:
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“From an ESG perspective it is difficult to say who the audience is compared

to an annual report. For us it is a mix of investors, employees, customers,

governments, media, institutional investors and much more, it is more

varied than our financial reports.“

In the annual report, Volvo has described its most important stakeholders being:

Investors, Employees, Customers, and NGOs (Volvo, 2021, p.28). Governments will

in this analysis be identified as governments and other regulatory authorities, while

investors will be divided into private- and institutional investors. The selection of

stakeholders will not be discussed in detail in this paper.

5.2.1 Internal stakeholders

Employees

According to Caldera et al. (2017), reducing environmental uncertainties can benefit

companies by attaining and retaining quality employees. Employees are influencing the

agenda with their awareness of how a company is performing. This means that they can

influence the behavior of the company easier. Employees have generally become more

vocal, expressing their views to the management regarding ESG issues. This is done

with social media and internal corporate communications platforms, facilitating the

process (Larcker & Tyan, 2020). The automotive industry is furthermore characterized

by a well-qualified workforce who have high demands for, especially two areas being:

”fulfilling restrictive health & safety standards and the focus on having a good work-life

balance such as gender equality” (Witkowski et al., 2018). In the interview, Niklas

explained that employees want to work for a company that is acting socially responsible

since they are also being judged by friends and family of what company that they

work for. The employees become prouder and more committed to their organizations

when the focus on ESG is in the spotlight. This is especially the younger workers who

believes that creating social value is the primary purpose of a business (CCL, 2020).

Furthermore, 85 percent of millennials believe that making a positive difference in the

world is more important than a professional recognition (CCL, 2020). The employees

could therefore choose to work for other companies who are focusing more on having
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an ethical and responsible supply chain if Volvo is not living up to the expectations:

“We have a lot of employees, and it is a matter of creating pride, and if

you report things externally (Non-financial reporting), it becomes important

internally, so it is also a tactical way of doing it.“ - Niklas (2021, Appendix

A, Min:10:26 - 11:26 )

As a sub conclusion, the researcher finds especially two of Volvo’s ESG focus areas

relevant that employees can be linked to. The employees have a wish to work for

an Ethical & Responsible Business that they can be proud of and wish to have good

working conditions and a Sustainable Work Life. This means that if Volvo wants to

attract, motivate, and retain top talent, they need to understand their values and

hereby focus on the two ESG focus areas mentioned above.

5.2.2 External stakeholders

Media

The media can be seen as a huge stakeholder that includes many different communica-

tion channels and has the possibility of pushing for ESG reporting in many different

ways. The media might not be pushing for ESG reporting directly, but the media is

interested in reporting the controversies of companies when they are not living up to

the standards set by the society and the company itself. According to Aouadi and

Marsat (2016), the ESG controversies are usually based on public or media disclosure

of ESG related corporate scandals. The media can be described as a punisher of

companies who bring awareness and activate other stakeholders. The topics brought

up by the media can therefore decide the focus area for other stakeholder groups and

hereby their opinion on how well they believe a company is performing (Björklöv &

Lindgren, 2017). A big issue with the media, regarding ESG reporting is according

to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min:26:40 ), the lack of control and validity of what is

being reported:
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“We have little control of what is reported in the media. The ESG reports

are looking for controversies, and if someone e.g., sue or does a bad report

on Volvo, it will have a big effect on us even though it is not true.“

Another factor of high importance is social media. According to Lewis (2021), social

media has played a synergetic role in developing conscious capitalism, with global

visibility to movements like #Metoo and Black Lives Matter campaigns. This allows

stakeholders to instantaneously judge companies and hereby set the agenda for what is

important. Volvo could therefore risk having a social media scandal if, e.g., child labor

was used in the production of a Volvo car, or if Volvo did not treat their employees

nice. It is, therefore, the researchers’ impression that media can be linked to all ESG

focus areas of Volvo. The media can cover all parts of ESG, and thereby activate and

affect other stakeholders’ future decisions. Volvo therefore need to focus on the six

ESG focus areas mentioned above if they want to avoid controversies and scandals.

Government and Other regulatory authorities

According to KPMG (2016), automotive companies are under an increasing pressure

from the government and the EU to cut their carbon emissions, as the global economy

is shifting towards a low to zero carbon model. EY (2020) furthermore states that

both national and international regulators are increasing the pressure on compliance,

governance, and transparency for the automotive industry. In 2019 the average

emissions of a new car registered was 122.4g Co2/km. The EU has set a goal of 95g

Co2/km in 2021. If the company does not live up to the required emission goals, a

penalty payment for excess emissions of up to €95 per registered car will be given (EU,

2021). Governments are also setting city center limits for older cars to keep emissions

as low as possible in areas with many people. A research conducted by YouGov (2021)

revealed that 63 percent of urban residents support banning the sale of new fossil fuel

cars in Europe after 2030. With the introduction of ISO standards like 16949 (Quality)

and 14001 (Environmental), the government is pushing companies to set standards

for the automotive industry (NQA, 2021). According to IFC (2021), governments and

other regulatory authorities will, through legislations or regulations, unquestionably
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be capable of mandating ESG disclosure and regulate the number of controversies

disclosed. According to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min:28:40 ), companies in China

can on the paper perform non-financial reports better due to the Chinese firewall set

by the government:

“Looking at our owner company Geely, they have an excellent MSCI score,

and we know that we are performing better than them. But they don’t get

any of the bad news since there is this big firewall for China. They don’t

have big NGOs interest, and looking at Chinese reports they don’t make it

into the news – it is all censored. They don’t get any of the controversies.“

The EU has made some ESG-disclosure obligations for companies that participate in

the capital markets and thus is subject to the EU prospectus regime (EU Directive

2013/34). The ESG disclosure is only required for companies with a balance sheet

total of €20mio or a net turnover of €40mio with more than 500 employees and being

a listed entity. Since the automotive industry is all large companies with turnovers

and employee’s exceeding the minimum requirements, all car brands investigated

are obligated to report on various ESG parameters. Examples of this could be

environmental, social, and employee matters, principal risk, and risk management, etc.

In the future even more obligations regarding non-financial performance are expected

to be implemented. The government also have a wish for Volvo and the rest of the

automotive industry to focus on safety. With the goal of making the traffic safer,

safety standards have been made for the industry, meaning that automotive vehicles

should live up to certain standards set by the EU.

As described above, the government/other regulatory authorities have a lot to say for

setting the ESG agenda. It is under the researcher’s impression that this stakeholder

can be strongly linked to all six ESG focus areas of Volvo, with especially Carbon

Footprint Reduction, The Ecosystem of Electrification, and an Ethical and Responsible

Business in mind. This means that if Volvo wants to avoid fines and lawsuits, they

need to focus on the six ESG focus areas mentioned above.
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NGOs

Like the media, NGOs are of many different kinds and can therefore push for ESG

reporting in many different ways. NGOs can be particularly effective at exposing

problematic companies since they are not afraid to call out corporate misbehavior

wherever they find it (Blood, 2019). According to EY (2020), NGOs play a more

significant role in demanding strict process definitions and adherence. The issue with

NGOs is their strong independence and their use of campaigns to criticize companies

on their behavior and policies (Blood, 2019). As an example, NGOs like Amnesty

International also set requirements to the automotive industry. In 2019 Amnesty

International challenged leaders within the electric vehicle industry to make the world’s

first completely ethical battery within five years (Mondaq, 2020). Blood (2019) further

believes that focusing on NGO issue-trends can often be an advantage. This is because

NGOs are often the first to identify emerging problems that can affect or disrupt whole

industries and their long-term value. EY (2020) states that especially environmental

NGOs are expected to play an important role in raising awareness on ESG reporting

and making the global supply chain more visible and important for customers and

business partners.

As described above, NGOs also have a lot to say for setting the ESG agenda. It is

under the researchers’ impression that this stakeholder can be strongly linked to all

six ESG focus areas of Volvo, with especially the Carbon Footprint Reduction, the

Ecosystem of Electrification, Sustainable Work Life, Responsible Supply Chain, and an

Ethical and Responsible Business in mind. Since NGOs are not only one organization

but multiple, they hereby also have a lot more to say with their various opinions

and focus areas. This means that Volvo needs to focus on the six ESG focus areas

mentioned above if Volvo wants to avoid controversies and scandals.
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Investors

Investors will in this paper be divided into two groups being private investors and

institutional investors.

Private investors

Private investors have some of the greatest power to hold companies accountable.

Investors are year after year focusing more on non-financial reporting, with more

investors integrating it into a part of their evaluation of whether a new potential

investment should be made (O’Leary & Valdmanis, 2021). In 2020 record inflows

into ESG funds were set, with the financial institution Morningstar reporting a 77

percent increase in investing in Europe compared to 2019 (Black Swan Capital, 2021).

It is furthermore estimated that assets under management (AUM) applying ESG

principles were valued at more than $40 trillion in mid-2020 (Nolting, 2020). The

increased focus on ESG is set to grow even further as a part of the recovery from

the coronavirus, particularly in Europe (Nolting, 2020). Investors are also starting to

set some of the same requirements to the non-financial as the financial reports, with

requirements for uniformity and transparency, and verification of the ESG-numbers

(EY, 2020). Investors can, according to BCG (2020), influence the process by which

issues become material. An influential investor (both private and/or institutional)

could furthermore raise public awareness of certain issues that can cause management

teams to pay attention. Some of the trends that investors have in focus in 2021 are

inequality factors like how businesses operate, treat their employees, and engage with

their wider supply chains (Black Swan Capital, 2021). According to Niklas (2021,

Appendix A, Min: 35:30 ), the investors’ growing interest in ESG reporting can be

explained by long-term risk:

“One of the interesting things about ESG reporting which is often being

missed is the question: ”Why are investors interested in ESG?” - What

they are interested in is low risk, investors don’t like risk. If you are good

at ESG, you have low risk in the long-term. That is why they are interested.

Of course, someone is interested in making the world a better place but in

the long run they are looking at long-term risk.“
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Institutional investors

Large Financial institutional investors like BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street

Global Advisors are starting to set requirements to companies on how well they

perform regarding ESG performance. ThinkParallax (2019) reports that 89 percent of

institutional investors have changed their voting and/or engagement policy to be more

attentive to ESG risks. According to KPMG (2020), institutional financial investors

have been used to drive the accelerated change towards a higher ESG focus in the EU.

Does a company only have little information available about their ESG performance,

will this be a disadvantage since ESG disclosure has started to be linked with corporate

value (S&P, 2020). According to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min: 34:13 ), institutional

investors also find ESG important:

“Blackrock would not be interested in investing/financing us, if we didn’t

focus on ESG.“

The institutional investor BlackRock held more than seven percent of the equity value

of the Russell 3000 Index and five percent in almost every company in the S&P 500

Index in 2018. They have grown in size and ownership stake, meaning that they are

able to influence company practices (Larcker & Tyan, 2020). Furthermore, will the

introduction of the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) prepared by

the EU, channel institutional investors towards sustainable investing while preventing

greenwashing. The legislative tool is designed to reorient capital towards more

sustainable businesses. More specifically, investors will need to be transparent about

how they consider and take sustainability risks into account. The regulation will be

phased in from the 10th of March 2021 (Laag, 2021).

It can be concluded that private investors and institutional investors’ interest in

ESG is growing, and a focus is widely spread across multiple ESG focus areas. The

introduction of SFDR furthermore forces institutional investors to channel their

investment towards sustainable investments, with the requirement of transparency

for how they consider sustainability risks. The researcher, therefore, believes that

the investors of Volvo can be linked to all six ESG focus areas. It is especially the

institutional investors setting the agenda for how companies should respond. If Volvo

wants to avoid controversies getting finance in the future, it is necessary to focus on

the six ESG focus areas mentioned above.
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Customers

Customers are following trends, and a megatrend right now is sustainability and

electrification. According to Cohen (2020), the electrical vehicle market is expected

to grow with a 21.1 percent CAGR from 2019 to 2030. The shared mobility market

also has an expected CAGR of 16 percent from 2018 to 2025. If companies do not

live up to the trends, Volvo and other automotive brands might experience a drop in

sales. Various studies have found that ESG is linked to higher customer satisfaction

and higher purchase behavior, meaning increased profitability (CCL, 2020). Raza et

al. (2020) state that the promotion of CSR is increasing loyalty, and once a customer

has understood the fundamentals of corporate principles, they start to favor these

companies. This means an increased feeling of ownership and a favoring of companies.

It is important to mention that customers are affected negatively when CSR attempts

fail and that customers are often trying to satisfy the need for self-enhancement and

self-distinctiveness when focusing on ESG. As Volvo mentions themself, customers

are moving towards buying everything online, and it will even be possible to buy a

Volvo car while shopping in Bilka. This is a clear sign towards a more responsible

supply chain, since Volvo can skip steps in the value-chain (Berlingske, 2021). Finally,

customers of the automotive industry have high demands regarding decarbonization

and a goal of saving money when buying cars with a good fuel economy.

It can therefore be concluded that Volvo’s customers can be linked to four of Volvo’s

ESG focus areas being Carbon Footprint Reduction, the Ecosystem of Electrification,

Ethical and Responsible business, and a Responsible Supply Chain. This means that

Volvo need to focus on the four ESG focus areas mentioned above if they want to

avoid losing sales and keep customers loyal.
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Competitors

Even though competitors are not mentioned as some of the most important stake-

holders regarding ESG reporting, the researcher finds it important to mention them.

Competitors are all trying to adapt practices and do what others are doing, especially

if the competitors are doing well. Volvo might not be directly affected by competitors

regarding ESG focus areas, but Volvo will experience other stakeholders setting some

of the same requirements to ESG reporting, as the other automotive competitors are

performing on.

Sub conclusion on linking stakeholders to Volvo’s ESG focus areas

The goal of this section was to describe how stakeholders are pushing for ESG

reporting and link each stakeholder to Volvo’s six ESG focus areas. The findings of

the stakeholder analysis have been listed in table 5 below, showing how each of the

identified stakeholders can be linked to Volvo’s ESG focus areas. It can be concluded

that the investors, media, NGOs, and governments/other regulatory authorities are the

stakeholders that can be linked to most ESG focus areas. With high requirements set

by both institutional and private investors to a company’s ESG reporting performance

and the media affecting companies negatively, Volvo needs to prove that they are

performing well. The NGOs are particularly good at exposing companies when they

are performing poorly, and they, therefore, have a lot to say regarding the focus areas

that Volvo is focusing on. Furthermore, will the requirements set by governments

and other regulatory authorities like the EU also affect what is mandatory and what

is voluntary reporting in the future. This is because the introduction to the ESG

disclosure legislation will be forcing big companies to report on certain ESG activities.

The findings of the stakeholder theory will be used in the CSR pyramid to explain

how ESG reporting is becoming more important.
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Stakeholders / Employees Media Governments / NGO Investors Customer

ESG focus areas Other regulatory

authorities

Carbon Footprint Reduction X X X X X

The Ecosystem of Electrification X X X X X

Ethical & Responsible business X X X X X X

Responsible supply chain X X X X X

Circular economy X X X X

Sustainable work life X X X X X

Table 5: Each stakeholder linked to Volvo’s six ESG Focus area – Author’s creation.

5.3 Institutional isomorphic pressures

The institutional theory and isomorphism will help us understand what types of

pressure stakeholders are putting on Volvo regarding ESG reporting and how it is

becoming more important. This section will be using the identified stakeholders

mentioned above and categorize them into the types of institutional pressures they

are putting on Volvo. According to Latif et al. (2020) organizations under higher

coercive, normative, and mimetic pressure are more likely to implement ESG reporting

to obtain legitimacy and maintain good relationships with their stakeholders. The

findings will be used to explain why ESG reporting is becoming more important with

the use of the CSR pyramid.

Normative pressures

Companies with damaged reputations can damage their competitive advantage and

they, therefore, find it important to be accepted and live up to the expectations,

values & norms, and standards set by the society (Abdulaziz et al., 2017). The
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normative isomorphic pressures that Volvo is experiencing from the stakeholders

analyzed above comes from NGOs, employees, customers, investors, and the

media. Examples of this will now be described. Trade unions and other associations

are often considered to be the basic entities that create normative isomorphic pressures

(Latif et al., 2020). The NGOs are pressuring companies to ensure that they are

operating in a socially compliant manner. If Volvo does not live up to the pressures

set by NGOs, NGOs will raise awareness of how bad Volvo is performing, which

can lead to strikes, bad ESG performance scores, and in the worst case, sanctions

from other stakeholders. If Volvo wants their employees to stay at the company, it

is also expected by the employees that Volvo is focusing on ESG focus areas, like

making a sustainable work life. Customers are asking for transparency and have

requirements to Volvo for setting standards towards sustainability. If Volvo does not

live up to these requirements, customers will boycott Volvo’s products, and Volvo will

become less profitable. Just like the customers, investors are also setting standards

and expectations to Volvo if they should invest their money into them. This can

result in lower valuations and difficulties obtaining finances. According to Lee et al.

(2016), the media is raising public awareness, and companies are under pressure to

demonstrate that they are good “citizens.” They hereby use ESG reports to promote

themselves to the broader community to achieve legitimacy. Bad public awareness

will result in a worse ESG controversies score, giving Volvo a less good rating. These

are all ways that normative isomorphic pressures are set.

Coercive pressures

According to Latif et al. (2020), the coercive pressure has the largest influence on the

implementation of ESG reporting. Coercive isomorphic pressures are, as described

earlier, defined by influencers with power. The coercive pressures that Volvo is

experiencing from the analyzed stakeholders above come from governments/other

regulatory authorities and investors. Examples of this are the EU regulations

regarding ESG disclosure and governments setting carbon emission requirements to

the production of cars. This might be because governments and other regulatory
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authorities have a huge responsibility for protecting the environment. At the same

time, they also have a significant effect on companies’ behavior and decision making.

Another example is the institutional investors setting legal requirements to Volvo

and will most likely sanction Volvo or other automotive brands if they do not live

up to these rules. An explanation for, why institutional investors are setting legal

requirements to Volvo, could be due to, e.g., BlackRock’s own stakeholders pushing

them to have a high focus on ESG activities when investing. BlackRock themself could

also have a high interest in investing in ESG responsible companies since it could

minimize and lower future risk (Niklas, Appendix A, min: 34:13 ). As mentioned in

the stakeholder analysis, will the implementation of SFDR (from 10th of March 2021)

also force financial products to become more transparent, meaning that capital will be

reoriented towards companies who are doing good on sustainability. It can therefore be

concluded that if Volvo does not live up to the coercive isomorphic pressure, they will

likely not be able to operate due to legal reasons and expensive fines. This will make

it more challenging to stay competitive in the market. Furthermore, will institutional

investors like BlackRock not invest in Volvo if they do not focus on ESG, meaning

difficulties obtaining financing now and in the future. The boycott from BlackRock

may also have a risk of a domino effect, meaning that other investors would stop

investing in Volvo.

Mimetic pressures

According to Latif et al. (2020), the mimetic isomorphic pressure arises when compa-

nies engage in competition seeking superior performance. The mimetic isomorphic

pressures that Volvo experiences from the stakeholders of most importance come from

competitors. The mimetic pressure can mainly be defined as the pressure from the

industry, with mainly market leaders and innovators setting the standards in the

industry. According to Ferrero and Sánchez (2017), mimetic pressures are of less

impact regarding ESG pressure than the normative and coercive factor. They suggest

that companies are more influenced by country aspects such as legal and cultural

aspects. It is under the researchers’ impression that the identified stakeholders do not
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put much of a mimetic pressure on Volvo, with only competitors putting a mimetic

pressure on them. This means that the pressure for ESG reporting is on a society level

rather than company-level. The researcher is aware that other stakeholders than the

identified put a mimetic pressure on Volvo, but these are not included in this paper.

Sub conclusion on linking stakeholders to institutional isomorphic pres-

sures

The findings of the institutional analysis have been summarized in table 6. The

findings show that most of the identified stakeholders can be linked to a normative

isomorphic pressure. According to Latif et al. (2020), the coercive pressure is of

the most importance and has the largest influence on the implementation of ESG

reporting. Even though only two of the identified stakeholders are putting a coercive

pressure on Volvo, it could be discussed that these stakeholders have the most power

and are hereby of most importance. Since the paper will not be focusing on the power

of stakeholders, it will remain unknown. Lastly, the researcher found out that the

mimetic pressure is not as high as the normative and coercive pressure, meaning that

the pressure from ESG reporting comes from a society level and not a company-level.

Stakeholders / Employees Media Governments / NGO Investors Customer Competitors

Institutional pressure Other regulatory

authorities

Normative pressure X X X X X

Coercive pressure X X

Mimetic pressure X

Table 6: Stakeholders and the type of institutional isomorphic pressure they are putting
on Volvo regarding ESG reporting – Author’s creation.
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5.4 The CSR pyramid in the automotive industry

The CSR pyramid will now be used to explain why ESG reporting is becoming more

important. The findings from the stakeholder analysis and institutional isomorphic

pressures will be used to explain the growing importance.

Stakeholders set standards, norms, and expectations for how a company should operate,

and Volvo has an obligation to do what is right and fair and should avoid harming

any stakeholders. ESG reporting can be described as an ethical responsibility since

ESG reporting includes explanations on how Volvo is living up to the ethical, social

norms, and expectations set by society and stakeholders. It hereby helps Volvo define

how they are performing on what is right and fair and show how they are trying to

avoid harming other stakeholders. Combining the findings of the stakeholder analysis

and institutional isomorphic pressures with the CSR pyramid, the following things

can be concluded. All stakeholders had their own unique focus areas and could each

be linked differently to Volvo’s ESG focus areas. The identified stakeholders that

could be linked to most ESG focus areas of Volvo were governments/other authorities,

NGOs, the media, and investors. Volvo is under an increasing pressure from the

government and the EU to cut their carbon emissions. The EU is furthermore forcing

non-financial reporting to no longer be a voluntary thing for all companies but a

mandatory thing for big companies. NGOs start to play an important role in raising

awareness on ESG reporting, and with their strong independence, they can, with

the use of campaigns, criticize companies on their behavior and policies. The media

can also damage Volvo’s reputation and affect stakeholders negatively, meaning that

it is important to get as much positive media coverage as possible. Institutional

investors have a huge responsibility for setting the ESG agenda, and private investors

are increasing their focus on investing in companies with high ESG performance. With

the implementation of SFDR for all institutional investors, capital will in the future be

reoriented towards more sustainable businesses. As stated in the institutional analysis,

it is especially the coercive pressure from governments and institutional investors but

also the normative pressure from all other stakeholders that forces Volvo to report
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on ESG. The mimetic pressure was identified as of less impact and importance, and

companies are therefore more pressured on a society level rather than a company-level

regarding the push for ESG reporting.

With the inclusion of the CSR pyramid, it is possible to explain why ESG reporting

is becoming more important. As described earlier, the economic responsibility is

of the highest importance, while the philanthropic responsibility is also important

but of less importance. When running a business, it is not only important to be

profitable but also to obey the law and play the rules of the game set by society. It is

under the researcher’s impression that ESG reporting is becoming more important

and is moving towards being a legal responsibility. This is because stakeholders like

the government/other regulatory authorities and institutional investors are putting a

coercive pressure on Volvo with the implementation of ESG disclosure rules and SFDR

for the institutional investors. Furthermore, will the normative pressure from all the

other stakeholders also have a huge impact on Volvo. If Volvo does not live up to the

normative pressures set by stakeholders, they could risk experiencing controversies

and scandals due to Volvo not taking their values into consideration. The risk of

controversies and scandals from the normative pressure can with the CSR pyramid still

be translated into an ethical responsibility. It can therefore be concluded that ESG

reporting is becoming more important and is moving towards a legal responsibility

since Volvo has an obligation to play the rules of the game set by society.

Discussion of findings in chapter 5

It can be discussed whether the findings of how stakeholders are pushing for ESG

reporting include other areas than the identified. Furthermore, could a focus on

more external stakeholders maybe result in other findings. It could also be discussed

that the findings related to Volvo could somehow be generalized to the rest of the

automotive industry. Unfortunately, this cannot be certain since the single case study

research method cannot be used generalizing the findings (Yin,2003).
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5.5 Conclusion of subsection A) – Chapter 5

The chapter aims at giving the reader a better understanding of why ESG reporting

is becoming more important for Volvo and how stakeholders are pushing for ESG

reporting. To answer why ESG reporting is becoming more important, it was necessary

to firstly understand how stakeholders are pushing for it. With an introduction to

Volvo’s six ESG focus areas, the identified stakeholders were individually linked to

the ESG focus areas that they are pushing for. The findings could conclude that all

stakeholders had their own unique focus areas and could each be linked to Volvo’s

ESG focus areas differently. The researcher furthermore found out that the media,

governments/ other regulatory authorities, NGOs, and investors were the

stakeholders that could be linked to most ESG focus areas. The government and other

regulatory authorities put a high pressure on Volvo to perform well on ESG reporting

since ESG disclosure is becoming mandatory for big companies. Institutional investors

were also of great importance, with their increased focus on ESG disclosure and the

introduction of SFDR forcing them to reorient capital towards sustainable business.

The media and NGOs are bringing awareness of the performance of companies and

can hereby take actions that will damage Volvo. To understand what type of pressure

the stakeholders put on Volvo, the stakeholders were afterwards linked to the type of

isomorphic pressure they put on Volvo. The researcher found out that Volvo is mostly

experiencing a coercive and normative pressure. The coercive pressure comes from

especially two stakeholders. Firstly, the government and other regulatory authorities

are making laws and requirements to how Volvo should react and report with the

implementation of ESG disclosure obligations. Secondly, the institutional investors

are pushing Volvo to do ESG reporting if they want to get investments due to the

implementation of SFDR. The rest of the identified stakeholders could furthermore be

linked to the normative pressure, showing a great importance as well if Volvo wants

to avoid controversies and scandals. The findings of the stakeholder analysis and

institutional isomorphic pressures was afterwards used to explain why ESG reporting

is becoming more important. With the use of the CSR pyramid, it could be concluded
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that ESG reporting is moving from being a voluntary ethical responsibility to become

a mandatory legal responsibility for Volvo. This is mainly because of the high coercive

pressure coming from the government/other regulatory authorities and the institutional

stakeholders, setting legal rules. It is also the normative pressure coming from the

other identified stakeholders who could start scandals or controversies if Volvo does

not take their values into consideration.

It can therefore be concluded that ESG reporting is becoming more important since it

is moving from being an ethical responsibility to become a legal responsibility for big

companies. Furthermore, the identified stakeholders also push for ESG reporting in

many different ways, forcing Volvo to focus on it. Especially four stakeholders can be

linked to all of Volvo’s ESG focus areas, showing that ESG reporting is also important

for stakeholders.

6 How well is Volvo doing on ESG Reporting

The second chapter of the analysis will focus on how well Volvo is performing on

ESG reporting to better understand if Volvo is good at it and if it has become more

important for them. The chapter will start out explaining how Volvo has been focusing

on CSR in the past to better understand if it has always been important for them.

The section will be followed up by a comparative analysis of how well Volvo and other

selected automotive brands perform on six ESG performance parameters. And analyze

whether Volvo has performed better or worse in 2020 compared to a five-year average

from 2015-2020. It will also be analyzed if Volvo performs better than the selected

competitors by comparing who has the highest ESG score. The framework presented

earlier by Refinitiv will be used to help determine if ESG reporting is becoming more

important for Volvo and if they are performing better than the chosen competitors.

To round off the second part of the analysis, a description of some of the issues related

to ESG performance reporting will help the reader understand some of the limitations

and challenges that ESG performance reporting still faces.
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6.1 Volvo and their focus on CSR/Sustainability in the past

According to Volvo (Volvo Cars Sustainability, 2021), sustainability has been funda-

mental to how they have been doing business since the 1940s. With an ambition of

always to lead by example, they believe that their commitment to the environment is

even stronger today. The following section will describe some of the milestones that

Volvo has achieved in the past to understand how important sustainability and, hereby,

ESG has been for them. The findings will be summarized in a timeline and help

the researcher to better understand in what direction the future of ESG reporting is

heading. All findings have been taken from Volvo’s webpage (Volvo Cars Sustainability,

2021).

In 1945, Volvo started remanufacturing exchange parts, and today Volvo Cars Exchange

System offers one of the most extensive ranges of remanufactured exchange parts

in the whole automotive industry. From 1972 Volvo acknowledged at the UN’s first

environment conference in Stockholm that their products had a negative environmental

impact and stated that they were determined to do something about it. In 1976 Volvo

introduced the three-way catalytic Lambda sensor converter, which helped reduce

harmful emissions by up to 90 percent. The Lambda sensor remains an integral part

of all modern petrol-powered cars today and is used for controlling tailpipe emissions.

From 1991 all ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) that were used in, e.g., car

air-conditioning systems, were eliminated from the entire product line making Volvo

the world’s first automotive brand free of CFCs. In 1992 Volvo published its first

environmental report. In 1996 Volvo began to set environmental requirements for their

suppliers and restrict the use of certain chemicals in their products. Volvo became a

founding member of the UN Global compact in 2000 and expanded their environmental

report to a sustainability report following the guidelines and standards of GRI in 2003.

From 2008 Volvo started relying solely on hydropower at their European manufacturing

plants, and in 2012 Volvo created the world’s first diesel plug-in hybrid car. In 2018

the first climate-neutral automotive plant was established in Sweden with a goal of

all plants being climate neutral in 2025. As explained earlier in chapter “5.1 Volvo
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and their focus on ESG reporting”, Volvo introduced a comprehensive CSR strategy

plan in 2019 with the presentation of ESG focus areas that were important for their

stakeholders. They furthermore announced their ambition to become climate neutral

across their value chain by 2040 and make all models available as hybrids. From 2020

all of Volvo’s corporate climate plans will need to be approved by a third-party agency

to make sure that their goals are in line with the goals of the Paris agreement. Volvo

will furthermore be issuing green bonds. The importance of green bonds will in the

following section shortly be described.

Green bonds can be seen as a conventional bond with requirements for what the bond

should be used for and should generate environmental benefits through the investment

itself. With the introduction of issuing green bonds, Volvo will be able to secure

financial funding in the future. By issuing green bonds, ESG will, according to Niklas

(2021, Appendix A, min: 32:30 ), be given straight away:

“ESG reporting has been important for the global sustainability group for a

long time, but has for e.g., the group of finance department and investor

relations also become very interesting in the upcoming years. Issuing green

bonds is really important. In the future the CFO has said that all bonds will

be linked to green bonds, giving ESG straight away. Our board of directors

are getting their eyes up for focusing on ESG. It is a growing interest and

will definitely be something that Volvo will focus even more on.“

Sub conclusion on Volvo’s focus on CSR in the past

Looking at the history of Volvo’s CSR activities in the past, it is under the researcher’s

impression that ESG has become important for Volvo, and their focus on ESG has

boomed from the mid-10s. This goes well in hand with the timeline of CSR, which

explains that CSR from 2010 has become a way of doing global competition, with

stakeholders starting to pressure companies to prioritize their CSR activities. It will

furthermore be essential for the bottom line and for maximizing the business of today.

It can therefore be concluded that ESG has been important for Volvo for a long time

and that the focus has increased over the last ten years.
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A timeline of Volvo’s ESG activities in the past can be found in figure 10.

Figure 10: Each stakeholder linked to Volvo’s six ESG Focus area – Author’s creation.

6.2 Volvo and other European automotive brands ESG per-

formance

The researcher is now aware that CSR has been important for Volvo for a long time

and is already important for Volvo today. The following section will analyze how well

Volvo is performing on ESG reporting compared to its competitors. It will furthermore

be analyzed whether Volvo is performing better on ESG reporting in 2020 compared

to a five-year average. This will help the reader better understand if Volvo is good

at ESG reporting and if they are getting better at it. To better understand how

well Volvo is performing, the paper will be benchmarking the ESG performance of

Volvo with the European competitors introduced in chapter “1.1.3 The other European

automotive brands in the industry”. The ESG performance scores of the European

automotive companies can be found in table 7.
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2020/ Volvo Volkswagen Stelantis Daimler BMW Renault

(5y avg)

E) Environmental Pillar Score/ 96.01 / (93.5) 92.48 / (89.4) 98.87/ (98.2) 96.63/ (91.7) 98.26/ (96.0) 96.43/ (94.7)

(5y avg)

S) Social Pillar Score/ 90.33 / (89.2) 94.84/ (88.0) 95.52/ (94.9) 88.83/ (94.7) 84.1/ (82.9) 83.31/ (81.2)

(5y avg)

G) Governance Pillar Score/ 83.21/ (82.8) 63.33/ (59.7) 82.87/ (74.7) 94.94/ (88.6) 82.66/ (78.8) 61.83/ (72.4)

(5y avg)

ESG Score/ 89.85/ (88.5) 86.36/ (81.6) 93.58/ (91.1) 92.98/ (92.2) 88.58/ (86.4) 82.55/ (83.6)

(5y avg)

ESG Controversies Score/ 47.56/ (62.6) 1.11/ (2.4) 5.56/ (15.5) 10.0/ (18.7) 3.33/ (27.1) 22.22/ (61.1)

(5y avg)

ESG Combined Score/ 68.7/ (75.6) 43.74/ (42.0) 49.57/ (53.3) 51.49/ (55.5) 45.95/ (56.7) 52.39/ (70.7)

(5y avg)

Table 7: ESG performance scores of European automotive brands in 2020 vs five-year
average – Author’s creation with data taken from Eikon (2021).

E) Environmental pillar scores

According to Giese et al. (2020), the Environmental and Social pillars are of most

importance due to subjects such as carbon emissions and good working conditions

that could be linked to long-term performance. Looking at table 7, Volvo (96.01) and

the European competitors benchmarked all have relatively excellent ESG performance

scores within the environmental pillar. Volvo is ranked the fifth best, and all companies

are performing better than their five-year average. The companies performing the

best on the environmental pillar are Stellantis (98.87) and BMW (98.26), which can

also be identified in the interview with Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min: 15:47 ):

“We do see that BMW is really good at communication - they must have

a big budget. They are good at reporting and the marketing of their

environmental credentials. If we do a proper benchmarking, BMW is

probably in the lead in an environmental perception while we (Volvo) are

probably more in the lead in the social perception“
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S) Social pillar scores

Looking at the social pillar scores, all companies have a relatively excellent ESG

performance score, and almost all companies except Daimler are performing better

than their five-year average score. The table furthermore shows that Stellantis (95.52)

are the leaders within the social pillar, with Volkswagen (94.84) closely behind. Volvo

received a good score as well and was ranked the third-best in 2020 (90.33). According

to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min: 15:47 ), it is the social pillar that he believes Volvo

is performing the best on:

“We are better at social perception than many of our competitors such

as women in leading, diversity, and international mixes in management.

Volvo gets the “Sweden” brand, and we are seen as the social, carrying

about employees, supply chains and human rights e.g.“

The researcher finds it odd that Volvo is not the best performer on the social pillar.

This can, according to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min: 25:43 ), be explained through

what the ESG rating agencies are rating companies on:

“We do not have that many KPI’s for social performance regarding ESG.

It might seem as if we are a bit weaker from an outside look, but on how

our employees are and how they are engaged, then it is different. Of the

ESG Landscape and what the reporters are asked to report on, the social

context is not as progressive and modern as the environmental and climate

side. For example, looking at training. They want us to show what kind of

training programs and how many of our workforce have done that. Volvo

don’t track it like that, they do it a lot on the job training. You don’t have

these big training programs like for 20 years ago. The social KPI’s hasn’t

evolved that much compared to the environmental and climate side. Volvo

has not seen the social part as material as the climate since the social part

lies in the nature of Volvo. We have very good social policies and work,

so we don’t judge it to be as important, because we already have it. We

judge it as not as material, and we, therefore, get less good ratings on such

things.“
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It could therefore be argued that Volvo is performing quite well on ESG reporting but

do not get the full recognition for their performance. Volvo should therefore report on

their social governance in such a way that the rating agencies do also recognize their

performance and take this into account.

G) Governance pillar scores

Looking at the governance pillar, most companies have a relatively excellent ESG score,

with only Volkswagen (63.33) and Renault (61.83) having a relatively good ESG score.

Almost all companies except Renault are performing better than their five-year average

score. The table furthermore shows that Daimler (94.94) and Volvo (83.21) are the

companies performing the best not only in 2020 but on a five-year average. According

to Giese et al. (2020), the Governance pillar has shown the greatest significance in

the short term because they tend to materialize as event risks that can immediately

affect stock prices. With most companies performing worse in the Governance pillar

score, compared to the other scores, it is under the researcher’s belief that Governance

reporting is less sexy than social and environmental dilemmas. This can also be

approved by Veenstra & Ellemers (2020, p.10) since a closer examination of the overall

ESG rating highlight that less attention is devoted to corporate governance. This

is probably because the governance domain appears the most abstract and vague

since it can be difficult to objectify and get a grip on governance structures, and the

companies, therefore, pay less attention to this.

ESG score

Combining the three pillar scores above, the ESG score will be created based on an

average of the three scores. Looking at table 7, almost all companies perform better

in 2020 than the five-year average, with only Renault (82.55) performing a little worse.

All companies have relatively excellent ESG scores, with especially Stellantis (93.58)

and Daimler (92.98) performing well, and Volvo (89.95) is ranked third best in 2020.

Comparing Volvo’s performance in 2020 (89.95) with the five-year average (88.9),

Volvo performed better in 2020. According to Giese et al. (2020), a balanced and

industry-specific weighting of E, S, and G issues showed better long-term relevance

than the individual pillar indicators alone. It can overall be concluded that Volvo and

the automotive companies performs well on the ESG score.
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ESG controversies score

The ESG performance framework made by Refinitiv is not only considering the

performance of the three pillars when judging how well a company is performing. As

an extra step, controversies that have happened through the last year will also be

included. This will also influence the combined ESG score which is calculated on an

average of the ESG score and the ESG controversies score. Looking at table 7, almost

all companies have a bad ESG controversies score with either a relatively poor or

relatively satisfactory ESG performance. Volvo (47.56) is the company performing the

best on ESG controversies, while Volkswagen (1.11) and BMW (3.33) are performing

the worst. All companies are performing worse this year compared to the five-year

average. The researcher is not sure why the companies are performing worse on ESG

controversies in 2020, and the researcher will not spend time identifying the reasons

for this.

Combined ESG score

Combining the ESG controversies score with the ESG score, a combined ESG score will

appear. Looking at figure 11, Volvo and Renault are the companies performing the best

in both 2020 and on a five-year average, while Volkswagen is the company performing

the worst. The findings can also be confirmed by EcoVadis, who gave Volvo the highest

sustainability performance rating possible (EcoVadis,2021). This means that Volvo is

now in the top one percent of 75,000 companies performing ESG reporting the best.

Almost all companies except Volkswagen (43.74) are in 2020 performing worse than

the five-year average. The relatively satisfactory or good combined ESG performance

score is mainly due to the lousy ESG controversies performance. As described in the

ESG score, all companies had a relatively excellent score, and almost all companies

performed better than the five-year average. The researcher is unsure whether the

size of a company has something to say on how well a company is performing. This is

because smaller companies might get less media attention, while bigger companies

have more resources to handle controversies. On one hand, smaller companies have

fewer resources to spend on, e.g., ESG reporting communication. On the other hand,

bigger companies have a higher risk of experiencing controversies that will harm their

ESG performance rating.
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Figure 11: Combined ESG performance scores of European automotive companies from 2015-2020 –
Author’s creation, with data taken from Eikon (2021).

Sub Conclusion on Volvo’s ESG performance

Looking at the ESG performance table created with data from Eikon (2021) and the

Refinitiv ESG framework, it can be concluded that Volvo and the competitors are

performing well on the three ESG pillars meaning that they all have good ESG scores.

The governance pillar is the pillar that most companies are performing the worst on.

Volvo is the company with the third best ESG score in 2020, with only Stellantis and

Daimler performing better. Volvo’s ESG score has in 2020 performed better than

the five-year average score. The controversies score of 2020 has been a year, with all

companies performing worse than their five-year average. The combined ESG score,

which is a combined average of the ESG score, and the controversies score reveals that

Volvo is the company performing the best not only in 2020 but also on a five-year

average. This is mainly because of the bad controversies scores.
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6.3 Limitations of ESG reporting

There are, according to the researcher, issues regarding ESG reporting that needs

to be improved. The following section will help describe some of the challenges

and limitations of ESG reporting. Through the research of many articles and the

interview with Volvo, the researcher has found out that there is a lack of universal

comparability. According to IMD (2019), a company can claim that a required

disclosure does not apply to it or that the information requested is confidential, legally

prohibited, or simply unavailable. This results in issues on how to compare the ESG

performance between companies, which is also confirmed by Niklas (2021, Appendix

A, Min:09:55-10:21 ), who states:

“More and more general public (Stakeholders) are also getting more in-

terested in these things (ESG Reporting) and therefore having more of a

standard would make it easier for them to understand and compare how

well you are doing. When reading the footnotes of our competitors, they

would calculate their performance in another way than us. It can sometimes

be difficult to measure ESG-performance with competitors because we are

comparing apples with pears. For example, would the calculation of how

many kilometers the lifetime of a car has not be the same. We calculate it

one way, BMW does another and Volkswagen does it a third way.“

Studies from Asifma (2020) furthermore show that individual ESG metrics vary not

only between industries and markets but also between companies in the same industry,

with the quality of company disclosures differing widely. As an example, the researcher

found it odd that, when benchmarking the performance of Volvo with the competitors

in chapter “6.2 Volvo and other European automotive brands ESG performance,” Volvo

was not performing better on the Social pillar score. According to Niklas (2021,

Appendix A, Min:14:29 ), the active participation in ESG reporting can vary from year

to year, meaning that the companies’ performance can be of much difference:
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“We always look at our competitors, and we can see it is very much about

how active or passively that you report to these different ratings. In S&P

global, we can see that BMW is the highest this year, whereas Daimler has

a poor score since they did not do active participation, meaning that it is

only rated on the things that S&P global has found.“

In the worst case, this could lead to greenwashing of companies, and the researcher,

therefore, finds it necessary to create universal ESG standards for all companies within

a sector/industry. Greenwashing can occur when inaccurate data from ESG rating

agencies are used to make green investment decisions (Asifma, 2020). Another issue

is, according to IMD (2019), the lack of transparency since companies can report on

indicators and make the indicators look good without the operations being effective.

Moreover, will the lack of ESG data, according to Alexandraki (2020), hinder the

clarity and comprehensiveness of data making it more challenging to rely on the

organization’s decision-making. The interpretation of ESG data can, according to

Asifma (2020), be challenging due to the unstructured form of the data. Furthermore,

is the interpretation of especially the S) Social performance data particularly difficult

to obtain due to its sometimes-difficult ways of retaining the data. Asifma (2020) also

states that the reliability of ESG rating agencies can be problematic since the reliance

on a single data source will often result in very volatile indicators. The different ESG

rating agencies will often use various methodologies and metrics for how to calculate

the ESG ratings, meaning that one ESG rating agency could identify data as positive

while another agency could identify the same data as less positive. Furthermore, is

the data used for ESG reporting backward-looking. This means that the report gives

a picture of how the ESG performance looked like in the past with limitations at play

when predicting the future factors using historical data (Asifma, 2020).
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Discussion of findings for Chapter 6

It can be discussed whether the findings in chapter 6 are lacking validity, since the ESG

scores are only taken from one ESG rating company. The result could maybe have

been different if multiple rating companies were used to identify the ESG performance

of Volvo and the automotive companies. The researcher is confident that the findings

of the Refinitiv ESG performance score will give somehow the same results as other

ESG rating scores.

6.4 Conclusion on subsection B) – Chapter 6

The goal for this chapter was to give the reader a better understanding of how well

Volvo is doing on ESG reporting and if it has become more important for Volvo. To

better understand how well Volvo performs on ESG reporting, the researcher found it

necessary to understand if it has always been important for them. Volvo has been

focusing on ESG for a long time and increased their focus from the mid 10’s. This goes

well in hand with the timeline of CSR, which explains that CSR from 2010 became a

way of doing global competition. With stakeholders starting to pressure companies to

prioritize their CSR activities it is essential for the bottom line and for maximizing

the business of today. Volvo will furthermore in the future only be issuing green bonds

meaning that ESG is already being implemented and will be important for Volvo to

get finance in the future.

The next section of this chapter investigated how well Volvo is doing on ESG reporting

compared to its competitors. This was done by comparing their performance in 2020

with a five-year average perspective to better understand how well Volvo is performing

and if ESG has become more important for them. The major findings revealed that

Volvo and most of the companies used for benchmarking were performing the best

on the Environmental and Social pillar scores. Volvo and the other companies were

performing less well on the governance pillar, probably because it is the most vague

and abstract domain. Combining the environmental, social, and governance pillar

scores, the ESG score revealed that Volvo is performing better in 2020 compared

to a five-year average. Most companies furthermore had a relatively excellent ESG
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performance score. Volvo’s ESG score is the third highest of the competitors, with only

Daimler and Stellantis performing better in 2020. Looking at the controversies score

Volvo, and the other companies were performing relatively poor meaning that most

companies combined ESG performance score was weakened. The combined ESG score

revealed that all companies but Volkswagen were performing worse in 2020 than the

five-year average, and Volvo was overall performing the best. The combined ESG score

is overall worse than the ESG score mainly due to the lousy ESG controversies score.

It can therefore be concluded that Volvo’s focus on ESG has increased compared to a

five-year average, and that Volvo is also performing better than the competitors when

looking at the combined ESG score. Lastly, ESG reporting has certain limitations

and challenges that need to be improved, being no single ESG reporting standard, the

way ESG performance is measured, lack of consistency, and the reliability of the data.

7 Will ESG Reporting have an impact on future

business?

This third and last chapter of the analysis will analyze if ESG reporting may be

important for Volvo in the future. To understand whether ESG reporting will have

an impact on the future business of Volvo, the researcher will firstly have a focus on

how ESG reporting creates value. This will be done by applying the theory of CSV

“Creating Shared Value” from Porter & Kramer (2011) and “Three major ways ESG

issues can create competitive advantages” from Clark et al. (2015). Secondly, will the

theory of Hoivik & Schankar (2011) be used to describe the risks of not implementing

ESG. And the “Fit-theory” by Linnenluecke et al. (2013) will be applied to describe

what consequences Volvo will experience if they do not adapt to ESG reporting. Since

ESG activities will be translated into ESG reporting in both the short- and long run,

both types will be used to explain how ESG reporting can have an impact on Volvo’s

future business.
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7.1 How does ESG reporting create value

In this section, Porter & Kramer (2011) will be used to discuss how ESG can create

shared value with the use of the findings from a report made by McKinsey (2019).

The findings of the report will furthermore be validated by the theory of Clark et al.

(2015) and categorized into one of the three major ways that they believe ESG issues

can create a competitive advantage. According to Clark et al. (2015), focusing on

ESG issues can help a company create a competitive advantage in three major ways

being risk reduction, higher performance, and better reputation.

Porter and Kramer (2011) state that it is important for companies not to focus on

CSR in the short run but also create value in the long run. This can be done by

creating shared value, also known as CSV. According to McKinsey (2019), a strong

ESG proposition can create both short- and long-term value in at least five essential

ways that will create shared value. The different ways a strong ESG proposition can

help Volvo create competitive advantages will be described below in table 8.

1. Top-line growth

2. Cost reductions

3. Regulatory and legal interventions

4. Productivity uplifts

5. Investment and assets optimization

Table 8: Five ways that ESG reporting creates value by McKinsey (2019).

50 percent of companies that focus on material issues report up to 50 percent added

profit from sustainability (Thinkparallax, 2019). McKinsey (2020) furthermore states

that there is a positive link between ESG performance and financial performance. With

more than 2000 academic studies and around seventy percent of them finding a positive

relationship between ESG scores and financial returns, whether measured by equity

returns, profitability, or valuation multiples, there is a lot of evidence that a strong

ESG proposition can help Volvo create top-line growth. It can therefore be concluded
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that a focus on ESG issues creates top-line growth and can furthermore, according to

Clark et al. (2015), create a competitive advantage within higher performance and

high reputation.

The focus on cost reductions will not only help Volvo save money on fewer resources

spent such as water waste and recycling of products but also give access to lower cost

of capital. According to McKinsey (2020), there is evidence for companies with better

ESG scores translating into about 10 percent lower cost of capital. This is because the

risk that affects a business in terms of the license to operate are reduced by having a

strong ESG proposition. Linking the findings to Clark et al. (2015), a strong ESG

proposition can result in cost reductions and create a competitive advantage through

risk reduction and higher performance.

According to McKinsey (2019), the regulatory and legal interventions help Volvo

achieve greater strategic freedom through deregulation and may help Volvo earn

subsidies and government support. They furthermore estimated that up to sixty

percent of an automotive brand’s profit is at risk from state intervention, meaning

that Volvo could improve their risk management. Linking the findings to Clark et al.

(2015), a strong ESG proposition can result in regulatory and legal interventions and

create a competitive advantage through risk reduction and better reputation.

Productivity uplift can happen in multiple ways. Firstly, ESG reporting can boost

employee motivation and attract talent since 85 percent of millennials believe that

making a positive difference in the world is more important than professional recogni-

tion (CCL, 2020). Secondly, it can help Volvo improve their supply chain by setting

requirements to workers’ health and safety. An increase in worker satisfaction will

increase productivity and, at the same time, decrease the risk of, e.g., strikes and

boycotts. Linking the findings to Clark et al. (2015), a strong ESG proposition

can result in productivity uplifts and create competitive advantages through higher

performance and better reputation.
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A strong ESG proposition towards investment and asset optimization is at the same

time a must. According to McKinsey (2019), bans or limitations on things like diesel-

fueled cars in city centers will introduce new constraints meaning that companies must

catch up if they want to stay in the game. If Volvo invests in more sustainable solutions,

it can help them get ahead of the future requirements and avoid difficulties competing

on the automotive market in the future. A focus on ESG reporting will, according to

Giese et al. (2020) furthermore increase investments and improve shareholder relations

while company-specific risk and systematic risk will be lowered. Linking the finding

to Clark et al. (2015), a strong ESG proposition can result in investment and asset

optimizations and create competitive advantages through higher performance and risk

reduction.

7.2 Consequences of not adapting to the ESG megatrend

This section of the analysis will focus on the risks of not implementing CSR to better

understand the consequences for Volvo if they do not adopt to the ESG megatrend.

Hoivik & Shankar (2011) will be used to explain the risks of not implementing ESG.

The “Fit-theory” by Linnenluecke et al. (2013) will furthermore be used as a conclusion

for what the consequences of not adapting to ESG can lead to. There will also be a

focus on how Volvo sees the importance of ESG reporting in the future.

According to Perry (2014), only 12 percent of the companies that were listed on the

Fortune 500 in 1955 remained active in 2014. One of the reasons for companies not

existing anymore could be due to their lack of willingness to implement solutions and

therefore not evolve. Nordea (2018) argues that the ESG megatrend has severe conse-

quences if failing to cope with and that the tolerance for poor ESG performance will

drop even lower. Companies will, according to them, become the targets of changing

regulations. According to Hoivik & Shankar (2011), the risk of not implementing CSR

can have five overall consequences being:
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1. Restricted market access

2. Negative publicity and reputational effects

3. Reduced ability to leverage on opportunities arising from CSR

4. Discontinuous organizational change as a result of forced requirements due to

regulations and legislative actions

5. Credit risk

As stated earlier in Chapter “5.3 Institutional isomorphic pressures”, there is a big

normative pressure coming from most of the identified stakeholders. If Volvo does

not comply with the normative pressure, it can create negative publicity and reputa-

tional effects. The coercive pressure coming from governments and other regulatory

authorities like the EU was furthermore also of great importance. If Volvo does not

comply with the laws set by governments, they can risk even heavier regulations on

ESG reporting making it difficult to compete on the market. This can be translated

into the risk of discontinuous organizational change as result of forced requirements

due to regulations and legislative actions and restricted market access. According to

Deloitte (2020), failings to adapt to ESG reporting can furthermore lead to lost revenue,

exposure to litigation or regulatory fines, damaged reputation, and potentially lead

to loss of a company’s social license to operate. It is therefore important that Volvo

focus on adapting to more sustainable and ESG compliant development strategies to

seize business opportunities and avoid litigation.

As previously mentioned, the EU will, from March 2021, also introduce the initiative

called the Sustainable finance disclosure regulation (SFDR). This will force financial

companies to be transparent about how well they are complying to the standards set

and reorient capital towards more sustainable business’. The automotive companies

will therefore have to consider what effect a lousy compliance rating from ESG rating

agencies will have on their access to capital and financing. As mentioned in chapter

“7.1 How does ESG reporting create value”, a strong ESG proposition will translate

to a lower cost of capital. Furthermore, will institutional investors like BlackRock
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and other investors be setting ESG requirements to Volvo, and the need for proving

their non-financial performance will increase. Without their ESG reporting, Volvo

can, according to Niklas (2021, Appendix A, Min: 33:28 ), risk not to get any financial

support, which can be translated into Credit Risk :

“ESG reporting will in some ways be an adapt to the environment or die

challenge, because e.g., our treasury department will not be able to get a

financial loan if you are no good at ESG in the future.“

Applying the “Fit theory” from Linnenluecke et al. (2013) to Volvo, there are multiple

factors describing that the focus on, and adaption of ESG reporting is important.

With the tolerance of poor ESG scores dropping even lower, Volvo will experience

many consequences if they do not adapt to the ESG megatrend. This could be issues

such as getting finance and comply with the ESG standards set by the EU. It can

therefore be discussed that Volvo will have issues being competitive in the future or

even fail if they do not adapt to their environment set by both the macro-economic

and political environment. The importance of ESG will also, according to Niklas

(2021, Appendix A, Min:03:00 ), increase in the future:

“ESG reporting is something that I fully believe will become more important

in the future and is becoming more important as we speak. Not only from

the investor perspective but from the sustainability perspective and it opens

up financial interest and therefore you get a lot more power within the

company to push for sustainability topics. So, it is a good springboard to

use internally, but it is also important for investors, the outside world, and

ratings.“

Discussion of findings in chapter 7

It can be questioned whether it is valid to identify ESG activities as ESG reporting.

The researcher found it important to address that ESG reporting will be important

for Volvo in the future since it could both create competitive advantages and that it

will have consequences of not adopting it. It is under the researchers impression that

ESG activities in the medium to long-run will be translated into ESG reporting.
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7.3 Conclusion on subsection C) – Chapter 7

The third and final part of the analysis has been trying to understand if ESG reporting

will be important for Volvo in the future. Focusing on ESG issues will not only create

shared value but may also create competitive advantages in multiple ways. This could

for example be risk reduction, better performance, and higher reputation. According to

Hoivik & Shankar (2011), there are five consequences of not implementing CSR. It has

been analyzed that Volvo can risk not being able to get financial loans (Credit risk),

and at the same time experience: “discontinuous organizational change as a result of

forced requirements due to regulations, legislative actions, and restricted market access”

if they do not comply with the rules set by the government and the EU. Applying the

“Fit-theory” by Linnenluecke et al. (2013), it can also be concluded that if Volvo does

not comply and adapt to the expectations set by the macro-economic environment,

they can risk being sanctioned and not getting financial support from investors. This

means a less competitive future. Volvo also see ESG reporting as an adapt to the

environment or die challenge since they will have difficulties getting finance in the

future without an increased focus on ESG.

The overall conclusion to the sub-question is that if Volvo wants to remain competitive

in the future, a focus on ESG reporting is needed for them to stay competitive. Volvo

will miss the opportunities that ESG brings, such as cost reductions and productivity

improvements, that could have helped Volvo gain competitive advantages. They will

furthermore have issues staying competitive since the tolerance for ESG scores will

drop, and they will hereby not be living up to the standards set by the macro-economic

environment. The findings are also confirmed by Volvo themself in the interview,

stating that ESG will become more important in the future and will in some way

become an adapt to the environment or die challenge.
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8 Discussion

The discussion chapter will help the researcher explain and evaluate the findings of

the paper and show how it relates to the literature review and research question. The

chapter will start out linking the key findings to the literature review. The paper will

afterward discuss some of the paper’s limitations and how it is affecting the paper.

Linking the findings of the paper to the literature review

The purpose of this paper was to find out why Volvo is focusing on ESG reporting

and if it will have an impact on their future business.

The first chapter of the analysis started with an introduction to Volvo’s CSR strategy

and their six ESG focus areas. A stakeholder analysis was made to better understand

how stakeholders are pushing for ESG reporting and understand why Volvo is focusing

on ESG reporting. It could be concluded that the identified stakeholders are pushing

for ESG reporting in many different ways and that the media, governments/other

regulatory authorities, NGOs, and investors are the stakeholders that can be linked

to most ESG focus areas. These results build on existing evidence of the theory

that organizational CSR strategy is largely shaped by the external influences a

company faces (e.g., Starik and Marcus 2000, Campbell 2007, Lee 2011). Furthermore,

Campbell (2007), states that the goal of CSR is not to harm stakeholders. The

identified stakeholders were afterwards used to identify the type of isomorphic pressure

that they put on Volvo. Most stakeholders identified was putting a normative pressure

on Volvo while the government/other regulatory authorities and institutional investors

were putting a coercive pressure on them. This can be linked to Waddock (2008), who

states that the institutional pressure for CSR improvement has increased significantly,

especially through the last 20 years. And Campbell (2005, chap.3), believes that

institutions influence corporations by constraining their behavior and discourage them

from acting in socially irresponsible ways.

The results of the stakeholder and neo-institutional analysis was used in the CSR

pyramid to discuss that ESG reporting is becoming more important and moving from
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being an ethical responsibility towards a legal responsibility. This can, in other words,

be described as ESG reporting is moving from being a voluntary responsibility towards

becoming a mandatory responsibility. The findings of the CSR pyramid can also be

confirmed and supported by Brinda (2020), who states that ESG reporting will be

shifting from compliance to commitment.

The second chapter of the analysis focused on Volvo’s ESG performance and how well

they are performing compared to its competitors. The researcher found it necessary to

firstly understand if Volvo has been focusing on ESG reporting in the past to better

understand if it is becoming more important for them. The results indicate that Volvo

has been focusing on CSR activities for more than seventy years but with an increased

focus from the mid 10’s. This can also be approved by Dey et al. (2018) who states

that CSR can be considered a fundamental strategic element in organizations. Looking

at the ESG performance of Volvo, they are performing better than the competitors

when looking at the combined ESG score. It can furthermore be concluded that it

is becoming more important for them since their ESG score in 2020 is better than

the five-year average. The results do not fit fully with the literature from Engert &

Baumgartner (2015), who discusses that even though European automotive companies

are aware of the significance of sustainability for the industry, some companies tend

to be leaders and others are laggards towards the implementation of sustainability

reports. The analysis provides a new insight explaining that the importance of ESG

reporting has increased. And automotive companies are also starting to become more

committed towards doing good in ESG reporting compared to the findings of 2015. It

was worth noticing that the two smallest companies analyzed being Volvo and Renault,

achieved better ESG controversies scores (better than companies like Volkswagen,

BMW, and Daimler), giving them a higher overall ESG performance score. It can

therefore be discussed whether the size of a company has something to say on how

well an ESG controversies score the companies receive.

The second chapter of the analysis was rounded off with a description of the limitations

and challenges that ESG reporting is facing. It could be discussed whether ESG
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reporting standards should be created and governed by the government and other

regulatory authorities or if the companies should have something to say. According

to IFC (2018), market players and market regulators should partner to deliver a

sustainable financial system that works for all stakeholders. Looking at the newly

introduced non-financial laws and the SFDR made by the EU, it could be discussed

that ESG reporting is moving towards a more regulated market. Because of the need

for quick sustainability- and social performance change, it could be debated that the

governments need to enforce new sustainability rules and regulations due to faster

implementation rather than partnering up with the market players and find a common

solution to the problem.

The third and final chapter of the analysis showed that ESG can create value and

give companies with strong ESG propositions competitive advantages. These results

build on existing evidence of Clark et al. (2014), who states that 88 percent of their

reviewed companies with robust sustainability practices had a better operational

performance. Statman and Glushkov (2009) also found that companies with high

ESG scores overperform companies with low ESG scores. The findings of the analysis

also described some of the consequences that Volvo would experience if they do not

adapt to the requirements set by the environment. These results build on existing

evidence of Nordea (2018), who states ESG reporting will be more important in

the future and will become a megatrend that companies must focus on to succeed

in the future. ESG risk measurement is crucial for stakeholders and institutions

to survive, while strong ESG standards can lead to improved business performance

(Nordea, 2018). Lastly, companies implement a business customized ESG approach

for achieving organizational efficiency and competitiveness Iamandi et al., (2019).

Discussion of the limitations

As mentioned earlier in the methodology chapter, single case study research methods

are not suitable for generalizing. Even though a lot of theory discusses that the

findings of a single case study cannot be used to draw generalizations, the researcher

still believes it is somehow possible. It is not only Volvo who will have to comply
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with regulations set by, e.g., governments and other authorities, and the rules will

probably be the same for all the automotive companies in Europe. The researcher

will not discuss this further but will only mention that it is under his impression

that some of the findings can be generalized to the rest of the European automotive

industry. The paper relies on only one interview, but the researcher believes that

the interviewee was the perfect fit for this paper. The interviewee works for Volvo in

their department of Corporate Sustainability and is on a daily basis pushing Volvo

to focus on ESG reporting. The researcher is aware that more interviews could have

given different views on the same problem. But with the combination of COVID-19

making it difficult to conduct interviews, and at the same time finding the perfect

interviewee, the researcher found one interview being effective enough to explain the

research questions of the paper. Another limitation of the paper is the use of the

Refinitiv ESG framework as the only ESG performance rating. As discussed earlier in

the paper, ESG rating agencies can use various methods for estimating the ESG scores

and get different results on the score. The researcher is confident that the Refinitiv

ESG framework is giving a true and fair picture of how well the automotive companies

are performing since the framework has been used to analyze and evaluate more than

10,000 companies. Looking at the stakeholder analysis, the researcher is aware of the

lack of stakeholder power and that its importance should not be underestimated. The

investigation of stakeholder power could have been used to identify what stakeholders

are pushing the most and have the most control over ESG reporting. But since

the paper is aiming at explaining why Volvo is focusing on ESG reporting and not

the power of each stakeholder, the researcher did not find it necessary to include.

Lastly, the paper uses ESG activities, CSR, and sustainability findings to explain ESG

reporting since the area of ESG reporting is a newer concept meaning that there is

less empirical data available. The researcher still believes that the findings can be

translated into ESG reporting in the future since these activities will most certainly

be areas that Volvo will be reporting on.
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9 Future Research

This chapter will help the researcher explain areas of interest that could be researched

in the future. It is important to mention that the proposed research is by no means an

exhaustive list and that many other things can be investigated. During the comparative

analysis of how well the companies were performing on various ESG performance scores,

the researcher has considered whether the size of a company has an importance to how

good an ESG performance score they receive. As mentioned earlier in the discussion, it

was worth noticing that the two smallest companies analyzed being Volvo and Renault,

achieved better ESG controversies scores (better than companies like Volkswagen,

BMW, and Daimler), giving them a higher overall combined ESG performance score.

Furthermore, the researcher finds it interesting to understand the importance of

stakeholder power regarding how each stakeholder is pushing for ESG reporting and

the amount of power they have. A focus could also be set on the importance of

ESG reporting for other countries outside the EU like, e.g., China. According to

the interview, ESG reporting was reported less in China due to the “firewall” set by

the government. It could be interesting to understand if the implementation of ESG

reporting is less beneficial for various industries or countries. Another focus area could

be why companies do not just live up to all the requirements set by stakeholders, and

what the key issues regarding the implementation of CSR is. Lastly, the researcher

found it interesting that ESG marketing is becoming more important and understand

how ESG can help you build a brand. According to Kupchella (2021), it has become

important to tell your ESG story to the world, meaning that ESG can provide new

opportunities through marketing that can both protect and enhance your brand.
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10 Conclusion

By looking at the findings extracted from each chapter, the researcher was able to

identify the following factors that could help explain why Volvo is focusing on ESG

reporting and if ESG reporting will have an impact on their future business.

The findings of the first analysis chapter helped the researcher understand why ESG

reporting is becoming more important and how stakeholders are pushing for it. To

understand why ESG reporting is becoming more important, the researcher had to

firstly understand how the internal and external environment affects the need for

ESG reporting and analyze how stakeholders are pushing for ESG reporting. Since

a company like Volvo has many stakeholders, the stakeholders of most importance

were identified and afterwards linked to Volvo’s ESG focus areas. This was done to

better understand how they are pushing for ESG reporting. All stakeholders had

their own unique focus areas and could each be linked to Volvo’s ESG focus areas

differently. The stakeholder analysis furthermore revealed that the media, investors,

NGOs, and government/other regulatory authorities were the stakeholders that could

be linked to most ESG focus areas. The identified stakeholders were afterwards

linked to the type of institutional pressure that they are putting on Volvo. The main

findings reveal that it is mainly a coercive and normative isomorphic pressure coming

from the identified stakeholders pushing for ESG reporting. With regulative coercive

pressures coming from the government/other regulatory authorities and institutional

investors who are forcing Volvo to do ESG disclosure, ESG reporting is becoming a

legal responsibility. The normative isomorphic pressure forces Volvo to comply with

the pressure coming from various stakeholders if they want to remain competitive

and avoid scandals or controversies. The findings of the stakeholder analysis and the

institutional isomorphic pressures was afterward used to explain why ESG reporting

is becoming more important with help from the CSR pyramid made by Carroll (2016).

The researcher believes that ESG reporting has become more important, and that

Volvo is focusing on ESG reporting since it is moving towards being a mandatory legal

responsibility instead of a voluntary ethical responsibility. This is mainly because of

the high coercive pressure coming from the government/other regulatory authorities
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and the institutional stakeholders, setting legal rules. There is also a normative

pressure coming from the other identified stakeholders who could start scandals or

controversies if Volvo does not take their values into consideration. It can therefore

be concluded that ESG reporting is becoming more important for Volvo since various

stakeholders are putting a pressure on them and pushing them to focus on it. This

means that it is becoming more of a mandatory legal responsibility.

To answer how well Volvo is doing on ESG reporting, the researcher found it necessary

to first understand how Volvo has focused on ESG in the past. The findings revealed

that Volvo has focused on ESG for more than seventy years, with an increased focus

from the mid 10’s. This goes well in hand with the evolution of the CSR history. Volvo

and the chosen competitors’ ESG performance were afterwards evaluated to assess

how well Volvo performs on ESG reporting and if it is becoming more important for

them. The findings revealed that Volvo is performing quite well on ESG reporting

compared to its competitors. Volvo and all other companies performed the worst on

the Governance pillar, probably because the governance domain is the most vague

and abstract. Combining the Environmental, Social, and Governance pillar scores,

the ESG score revealed that Volvo performs better in 2020 compared to a five-year

average. Volvo was in 2020 the third best, with only Daimler and Stellantis performing

better. Taking the controversies scores into consideration, none of the companies

performed that well in 2020, meaning that the combined ESG score of all companies

was weakened. This results in Volvo performing the best of all companies in 2020 and

on a five-year average in the combined ESG score. The findings of the second part

analysis helped the researcher confirm that Volvo is performing quite well on ESG

reporting having the third best ESG score and best-combined ESG score in 2020. It

is furthermore becoming more important for them since their performance in 2020 is

better than the five-year average score. It was lastly described that ESG reporting

has some challenges and limitations, such as no standard ESG reporting methods.

To answer if ESG reporting will be important in the future, the advantages, and risks

of not doing ESG reporting was described. According to the interview made with

Niklas, ESG reporting will become an adapt to the environment or die challenge since
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Volvo will not be able to get financial funding from institutional stakeholders like

BlackRock. Volvo will furthermore experience that regulatory rules will force Volvo to

focus on ESG reporting since it can be cost full for Volvo if they do not implement it

and they may not be able to operate in the future. The findings furthermore described

that a focus on ESG reporting could result in competitive advantages through higher

performance, better reputation, and risk reduction.

It can lastly be concluded that the paper has some limitations such as the number of

interviews conducted, the single case study, that makes it difficult to generalize, and

the inclusion of ESG, CSR and Sustainability activities to describe the competitive

advantages and risks of not performing well on ESG reporting.

The overall conclusion to the problem statement will now be summarized. Volvo is

focusing on ESG reporting since it is becoming more important for their stakeholders

and because it is becoming a mandatory legal responsibility. Volvo performs better

than the chosen competitors when looking at the Combined ESG score and is ranked

the third best when looking at the ESG score. Their ESG performance score is

furthermore better in 2020 compared to their five-year average score, meaning that

there are indications of ESG reporting becoming more important for Volvo. To

understand if ESG reporting will have an impact on the future business of Volvo,

it is necessary to understand how important ESG has been in the past for Volvo.

The findings reveal that Volvo has focused on sustainability for more than seventy

years, but their focus has increased significantly in the last ten years. The researcher

afterwards described how ESG reporting could create competitive advantages and

help reduce risk. It is furthermore worth mentioning that the interview made with

Volvo reveals that if they do not focus on ESG, they will not be able to get funding

from their institutional investors. Volvo will in the future only be issuing green bonds

where ESG can be seen straight away. With the tolerance of poor ESG scores dropping

even lower, Volvo will experience many consequences if they do not adapt to ESG

Megatrend, such as issues getting finance and comply with the ESG standards set by

the EU. Volvo therefore may have issues being competitive in the future or even fail if

they do not adapt to the environment set by both the macro-economic and political

environment.
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